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Introduciion

Gilbert Foss

Normalization is a human service ideas:19Y

directed toward preparing mentally retarded
persons for physical and social integration into
the community. The North American orientation
to this system,. which was first introduced in this
country in the early 1970's, is reflected in the
following definition:

Utilization of means which are as culturally
normative as possible, in.order to establish
and/or maintain personal behaviors and
,characteristics which are as culturally nor-

- asqpossible. (1, p. 28)

Central to this definition are goals, principles,
and suggested procedural guidelines for pro-
viding conditions,which allow mentally retarded
persons to live within the community as "nor-
matively" as possible.

Over the past decade, the concept of normali-
zation has become the adopted human services
model for mentally retarded persons. Its phi-
losophy has been translated into legislation, pro-
gram policies, and procedures which are prac-
ticed throughout many professional agencies

oviding services for these persons. Indeed,
professionals in the field of mental retardation,
in both academic and service settings, have pro-
moted a widespread acceptance of normaliza-
tion.

We must be reminded that normalization is
based upon a set of values and beliefs. The im-
plementation of these values has had a perva-
sive impact on the lives of mentally retarded per-

vii.

sons who often have relativeiy.littl e Choice but to
abide by them,. Thin, it is only proper that nor-
malization be closely examined.

A small group of, professionals and consumers
was selected fo attend a national conference
1980 to formally address some of the major is-
sues apd implications of normalization and con-
temporary practice in mental retardation. (see

page 63 for a complete list of names of the con-
ference participants and presenters). Th.' mono-
graph is a product of that conference.The pro-
gram- had three major purposes: (1) to examine
the state-of-the-art of normalization in terms of its
impact on social and public policy; (2) to address
normalization in terms of major issues and their
implications as they relate to the consumer, soci-
ety, law, and economics; and (3) to provide pro-
gram participants with a structured forum within
which to examine these issues and their implica-
tions.. This document contains the addresses of,
each of thepresenters, and edited excerpts"of the
participant lif iscussions.

The following four categories were identified
4..s the Major discussion foci for this conference:.
(1) the consumer, (2) society, (3) law, and (4) eCc-

nomics. The remainder of this Introduction pre-
sents each of these four areas in terms of the
rationale for their inclusion and a sample of pos-
sible issues for discussion. This material in the
form of .a prospectus, was sent to all participants
prior to the conference. In the final analysis, how-
ever, the invited presenters and participants gen-
erated what they considered to be the relevant
issues within each area.
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Wolf Wolfensberger, in his book Normaliza-
tion, states that "... a (potentially) deviantperson
-should be enabled to emit behaviors and an aro

similar chara teristics, such as
pearance appropriate (nori-nat ivei within that cul-
ture for persons of similar

and sex" (1, p. 28). This iSrernisec which is
central to the North American normalization phi-
losophy, says that certain (deviant) persons

t. should conform both' in behavior end appear-
ance to the expectations of the dominant culture.

In essence, the p5ctice of normalization in-
,v- volves thp imposition of the values, beliefs, and

behaviors of the dominant culture upon the men-
tally retarded person. An initial task of this instil
tute is to exploreothe effects of this-imposition of
values as experienced by meritally_retarded per-
sons, primarily through Their direct input.

. A variety of issues and concerns can be raised
in terms of this exa ination of the relationshipim
between siormaliza ion philosophy/practice and

onsumer

the mentally retarded person to whom if is ap-
plied. A few of these am highlighted below:

1. How do rpentally retarded persons view
normalization practices as a means for
assisting /them. to develop and maintain

. their own personal identity?

'2. How do mentally retarded persons per-
ceive normalization practices as a means
for assisting them to establish and main-
tain social relationships?

3. How do mentally retarded persons per-
`i ceive normalization practices as a means

for assisting them to secure equal rights
and proteCtion under the law?

4. How do mentally retarded persons per-
ceive normaliiation Practices as a means
for assisting them to become contribut-
ing members of 'the community?

Society
/

Normalization calls for the integration of men/
tally retarded people into society. Community
integration is a very complicated process for the
mentally retarded person in this complex /and
highly literate society, posing problems foriboth
the person being normalizecrand this "non-re-
tarded" society. Social service organizations have
the most 'direct control over implementing nor-
malization through treatment/rehabilitation/
education programs. Mentally retarded persons
feel the impact of such programming" as they
exercise their learned skills in society. In turn,
society must respond to these persons being in-
tegrated, to the normalization programs serving
them, andto the assumptions and premises be-
hind normalization.

It is extremely important that we understand__
the implications of placing a mentally retarded'
person within a society which has traditionally
been sheltered from his/her. presence, as well

viii

as the knowledge of his/her existence. That is,
teaching mentally retarded persons 'and society
to accept ,and interact with one ariother calls
forth some serious issues for,considertion:

1. is normalization philosophy/practice an
effective means 'for integrating persons
with mental retardation into the corn-
munity?

2. What do weexpect from society i terms
of accepting and accommodatin Me:P-
tah retarded people?

3. Normalization, with its accent on service
provider philosophy and practice,' ,may
have lessened the need and respect for
pa tal opinion'and involvement. How
is norm ation ideology and practiEe'
affecting the families of mentally re-,
tardedersons?

8



Th w, as interpreted by the courts and estab-
ed in legislation, has a profound impact upon

the- way disabled perscins are treated by society.
Laws relating to,accessibility and nondiscrimina-
tion, for example, reflect a social response to the
handicapped. In addition, laws regarding,- inde
vidualized program planning, lesat-res-factive en-
vironment, and procedural-t-afeguards reflect
what society is willing-fo contribute to the devel-
o-pment and.well-being of its handicapped citi-
zenen the scope and operation of publicly
supj5orted services are a direct response to law.

In actual practice, however, the law .may or
may not support normalization. Some of the is-
sues regarding the relationship'between normali-
zation and the legal system follow:

Law

Economics

In 1970 alone, an estimated $4.7 billion was
expended on selected programs serving persons
with mental retardation. Since that time, citizen
concern overtaxation and inflation has created an
ever increasing demand for limiting government
spending. Thus, the professional community
must now more closely examine the cost-effec-
tiveness of the services advocated for handicap -
ped persons. The following issues relate to the .

cost-effectiveness of the implementation of the
normalization philosophy.

1. 'Do present community living alterna-,
tives balance both the normalizationem-

The remainder of this monograph contains the
five preSentations given at the national confer-
ence and edited excerpts of the participant dis-
cussion which followed four of them. Several
points about the Participant Discussion sections
bear mentioning. First, they are not inclusive of
all issues raised at the conference. Rather,' what
appears represents the Editor's judgement re-
garding the most relevant and interesting topics
discussed. Second, as the reader will quickly-
realize, many of the issues discussed are both
sensitive and controversial. The views presented
are -not necessarily those of the Editor, or of the
Oregon Rehabiliation Research and Training Cen-

(

1. Should laws relating to incompetence
and guardianship bernodified, and if so,
what would be the effecton,ietarderL

__per§ons-Wh-Eimay not be able to function
eqUately in this society?

2. Equal opportunities for mentally retard-
, ed persons generally have been inter-

preted to mean more, better, or differ-
ent" opportunities and services. Is this
consistent with normalization?

3. Advocates for retarded perions fre-
quently argue that this population is en-
titled to special protection from society.
To what extent i9 special-protection corn-
patible with normalization principles and
practices?

phasis on independent,living and cost-
effectiveness concerns?

2. Is competitive employment a. realistic
and cost-effective goal for all mentally
retarded persons?--

normalization philosophy and practice
the best (most cost-effective) vehicle For
changing the. image of the mentally re-
tarded citizen from that of a passive
recipi&nt of social benefits to .that of
one who is a contributing member of
society?;

ter. Finally, while the Editor takes responsibility
for the accuracy of the statements shown, the
editing process may not always reflect the full
context in which a statement was made. The
reader is reminded that the purpose of the dis-
cussions shown in this document is to portray
some of the major issues currently existing in the
'field today, together with the views of, a cross
section of professionals and consumers regard=
Ing. those issues. Only as yve get a better handle
on these issues and problems can we begin to
resolve them, and thus move toward the provi-
sion of better services to mentally retarded and
other developmentally disabled persons.

9
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Normalization and Its Impact
on Social and Pub lk Policy

Gunnar Dybwad

."W hether it is in Oregon or Massachusetts, Nebraska or Kansas, it is from the persons
we are trying to serve that the most important push for change is,going to, come. By their
performance, they will make a shambles out of our classification systents, our assess-

;ments, our predictions and our goal settings." .

I welcome the opportunity of participating \in
thisconference on Normalization and Contempo-
rary Practice in Mental Retaydation in the hope
that there will be. a vital exchange of differing
positions 'emanating from the interesting cross-
disciplinary group assembled here, and that we
will feel free to challenge each other and thLis

contribute to the clarification of issues by lively
debate. Right at the outset, I wisIto disassociate
myself from what th_e_prospecttis for this con-
ference called the North American orientation to
normalization (author's italics). It reads as foli\
lows:

Utilization. of means which are as culturally
normative as possible, in order to establish
and/or maintain petsonal beiaviors and
characteristics which are es culturally nor-
mative as possible. /19, p. 2891

My objectionjocuses on three wordi: norma-
tive, establish, maintain. Norniative relates to the
word norm, which implies a standard of correct-.:.,
ness., whether in behavior, writing, dress or other,
activity. In my book, The Oxford Dictionary,
normalization relates to normal, and for me a key
point in the normalization principle is that .it is
normal to be'clifferenf.'The people assembled in
this room are a pretty normal group. We happen
to share a strong interest in thd.field of disability,
in particular thd field of mental retardation, but
it would not take long to show that we differ
widely in how we dress; What, When and how
we eat, read, or what we do for leisure.

As far as the othertWo-wortleStablish)1 and
"maintain" are concerned, they imply in This con-
text an outside initiative and pressure, imply that
somebody is being normalized, through norma-
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five action..Therefore, I wish to associate mys
with the definition put forth by Bengt Nirie then
in Canada) for the 2nd revised edition of e

urne Changing Patterns in Residential/ ervices
for the Mentally Retarded, published in 1976 by
the PresidenV.s'Committee on Mental Retardation:

The Normalization Principle means !nuking
lintilable to all mentally. retarded people,
patterns .of.life and conditions of everyday
living which are as close as possible to the
regUlar circumstances and vvays. of life of
society. (author's italics) (H., p. 2.30

P

, Surely, inclusion of this definition in one of the
key publicatiOns of the President's Committee on
Mental Retardation should 'establish it at least as
an alternative "North American orientation."

When I first wrote of the normalization prin7
ciple in 1969 in:the. first editiOn of that publica-
tiOn of the President's COmmittee on Mental Re-
tardation,' I linked it with human management
programming ( 7). I have come to recognize that

considerable part of the vehement and Pei-sis-,
tent Opposition to the normalization principle

. corning from professional colleagues derives
. frorn.the migunderstanding that the nOrmaliza-

tion principle implies a normative activity, i.e.,
someone is being normalized, and I realize' that
my use of the term human management was un-
fortunate. Itimplies a conceptualization of human,
interaction I can no longer accept. There is an oh -
vious and vital ',difference between The terms
"making available" on the .orie hand and "estab-
.lishing and maintaining" on the other, and as I '
shell indicate lateilmUch of the opposition-tcrf ey

the normalization principle focuses_orithis factor.:

. A.gredt .deal has been by those who
oppose or question,;-the normalization principle
because of its-Origin in another culture, Le., the
ScandinaVian 'countries, with a cultural orienta-

----lion which is presumed to.be quite different from
ours. A review. bf the historical facts evokes a
slightly different interpretation. The normal iza-
tion.principle was first enunciated in Denmark In
1958. by Niels-Erik Bank-Mikkelsen, who' had
been commissioned tocarry through an adminis-
trative reform brought about by strong advocacy
from the newly organized movement of parents
of children with mental handicaps. As Mr: Bank-
Mikkelnen, has since stated (2,), the bdnisfor his

policy of normalization was the need. for clear
and vigorous action to terminate the shocking de-
normalizing conditionsshe found in the traditional
Danismental retardation residential institutions.
In other words, as first conceived, normalization
was a specific strategy to counteract the process
of denorrnalization in institutions.

Insufficient attention has been paid by Ameri-
sr can crjfts of the normalization principle to a strik-

ing parallel in our own count6/. David Vail, as
director-of mental health and retardation institu-

,..? tions in Minnesota', published in 1966 a book
entitled. Dehumanization and the. IriThiutional
Career, a very dela lied critique of thestlay-to-day
practices in the institutions under his care i 18) ."

Unfortunately, unlike Bank-Mikkelsen, he did not
spell out a corresponding corrective program of
humanization in the first book and his untimely
death deprived us of further writings. Butthere
is a section in his book entitled "The Round of
Life" which is strikingly similar to Bengt Nirje's

normal routine of life" and, in a subsequent sec-
tion, David Vail discusses the need for a normal
rhythm of the day; and the need for normal ar-
rangements for eating. In other words, what we
can observe here are the reactions of two admin-
intrehtors concerned about similar phenomena in-
herent in traditional institutional practices, one in
Denmark, and the other in the United States.

I was also struck by the cOmFne 'n-the_intro-
cluctory prospectus prepare- 'by the Conference
staff-7.-thditenorifialization principle, "may have
lessened -both the need and respect 'for parental
pinion and involvement." As far as I have been

able to *determine, the, first printed reference in
the United States to the normalization principle
in mental retardatiOn appeared in October 1961',

in the newsletterof the Saginaw County Asso-

ciation for Retarded Children in Michigan. Betty
Hansen, the' Association's president, in an edi-
torial entitled "Let Them Be Normal," urged other
parents not to deprive their children of the oppor-
tunity to attend school like other children (in
those days.Of course,' a 'segregated school, but
at least a school). "Sometimes we parents with
handicapped children become so abs, it bed in the
differences in them, that we forget--th-drthey are
as normal as any child in so r/iany 'ways." Her.
editorial closes with these words:

cI



But if we are to do our best as parents of
our retarded child, we maybe should be pre=
pared to let him be as normal as he is. The
child attending a training center is being

. given just this opportunity. (10)

The National Association for Retarded Children,
which a year earlier a- t its annual convention
raised the question, "Are We Retarding the Re-
tarded?" (5), reprinted and widely distributed
Mrs. Hansenf's editorial.

This comment does not seek to imply that the
normalization principle has been .generally ac-
cepted by parents. Here again, it is normal to be'
different, and we deal (as in the professiOnal
"field) with a broad spectrum of opini6n. Still, it
is significant.that it wag-a parent and president of
a local parents' association who first enunciated
the importance of normal environments and ex-
periences, eight years before Bengt Nirje's (13)
chapter in Changing Patterns was first presented
to the professional community.

Inevitably in our discussions h re, reference
will be made to the application of he normaliza-
tion principle ill the educational field, and the
problems created for the nation's school systems
with the passage by Congress in 1975 of P.L.
94-142, the EducatiOn of All HandicappedCHI-4
dren Act. Therefore, it must b% emphasized that
already 13 years earlier, Maynard C. Reynolds
(15) of the 'University of Minnesota published
in the journal Exceptional Children an article en-

. titled "A Framework for COnsidering Some Issues
in Special Education," which clearly enunciated
the importance of having a broad range of ser:
vices and of placing children in programs of no
more special charactei- than absolutely. necessary.
He also emphasized that normal home and school
'life should be preserved (for the child) if at all
possible. Dr. Reynolds was elso the chaidnan of
a task force of the Council for Exceptional Chil-

-impact of So'cial and Public Policy / 3

dren which prepared a major policy statement
"Basic Commitments to Exceptional Children"
adopted by thd Council for Exceptional Children
at its 1971 Convention, before the first right to,
education case-was settled, and long before_Con-
gress passed P.L. 94:142.

since the conference prospectus made,
reference to "The North American orientation,"
it might be useful to recall that at the Canadian'
Federal-Provincial Conference on Mental Retar-
dation, held in 1964 in Ottawa, Dr, Malcolm Bec:
a psychiatrist, stated the following in a disussion
on educational services:

I think we have a problem here of *normali-
zation of social experience for the retarded
child on the one hand and an accompanying
problem which is centered around the pres-,
ent segregation of the retarded. (3, p. 211)

His recommendation to the Conference was that
edipcational services for children with mental re-
tardation should be carried out to the maximum
extent within the normal, stream or, at least
within the normal school, and he specified (this
was 16 years ago) that this should include thos'qf
on the "trainable" level.

I have dwelt on these historical references in
---the_hope that this might broaden the base of our

discussions -aid help us pinpoint sources of mis-
understandings'ancLzisinterpretations, as well
as some of the difficulties that are being en-
countered with regard to ,nOrthalization efforts,
in the contemporary practice in mental _retarda-

, tion. Indeed, it would not surprise me if the fre.e,
V interchange of views by as knowledgeablIand

varied group as hJs been assembled here would
lead us to the conclusion that the broad idea of
normalization can and is being expressed by dis-
tinctly dIffering' sets of goals, principles, and sug-
,gested procedural guidelines.

Nornialization and Community integration

The impact of normalization on the public at
large` is an area where there seems fo .be the

) greatest difference of opinion: Professional; lit-
erature and conferences like This seem to dwell

on the need to educate the public toward better
understanding of and tolerance for persons with
mental retarda,tion, lest open hostility and con-
tempt bring harm to these defenseless individu-

13
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als. I take a quite ,contrary view. As one-who has
been active in this field for 41 years,-I have been
amazed and gratified now well the general pub-
lic has responded to the increasing visibility of -.

persons even with-Sukis"fantia-IclegieesOfretaraO--
lion. Considering the vast numbers of such peo-
ple who are now walking our streets, shopping in
supermarkets, who use buses and trolley cars,
attend ball games, trpvel by plane or subway and
occupy neighborhood homes, the infrequency of
untomiard incidents is astonishing. To be sure,
there has been much outcry vkAlen a group home
for retarded persons is to be established in a resi-
dential zone, but a nursery schdol would draw
heavy oppositiqn just as well. What is significant
and to be observed with great frequertcy, indeed
in the vast majority of caseS, is that once the home
is established, the prior prOtest notwithstanding,
the Opposition fades away.

This brings me to a criterion often used to
judge the success of normalization programs,
Which is the extent of integration into the new
neighborhood. That is a difficult matter, not just
for persons with special needs, but for many of
us. I personally do not even recall the names of
all our neighbors in the one-family-home neigh-
borhood in our small town wherewe have lived
for 12 years. Our social contacts, are elsewhere.
Integra ion into a neighborhood is not easily
achieved,"indeed. But that certainly does not sug-
gest that we should accept social isolation, and
most of the group homes I have visited in various
states seem to have established some outreach to
neighbors and other meaningful community con-
tacts. To repeat, I have not seen any study of
consequence that h/as accumulated factual data
of large scale sped-6c acts of hostility toward re-
tarded persons to back upDthe oft repeated stories
of community reletion. If you have documented
quantified data, I s,hould be most interested to
review this information.

What is of concern to me, however, is the in-
creasingly noticeably rejection by professional
workers of normalization activities which enable
persbns with a substAntial degree of-mental re-
tardation to live in the community. I have been
sufficiently concerned about this development to
suggest to s-Jme of my colleagues in psychology
departments that they should try to stimulate
some of their doctoral students to study in-depth
the phenomenon of this professional rejection.-

What is it that causes well trained, professional
Workers of recognized standing'to beCome irri-
tated when they are told of success stories among
persons with severe and profound mental re,
tat-dation?

It is the professional groups, not the folks in
the neighborhood, not the man on the street, who
will have an influence on public and social policy.
Yet, many of them have a/miniinum of meaning-
ful contact with the persons about whom they are
ready to make exclusionary and restrictive deci-
sions based on unsubstantiated assumptions re-
lated to irrelevant data. I am keenly aware of the
provocative nature of this statement, but it needs
to be said and I hope our discussions will touch
on this problematic area.

Throne (17) is one of a group of psychologists
who voices serious questions about the normali-
zation principle. He takes the term "normative"
in the definition put forth by Wolfensberger.(/9)
and rigidly applying it, arrives at the conclusion
that the normalization principle ignores the .fact
that by definition, the retarded do not 'develop
normally in response -to normative., procedures.
Does he really believe that staff who work with
the normalization-principle i-ere-ct'a special edu-
cation program, geared to a young retarded per-
son's needs?

Articles in similar vein have appeared in the
journal Mental Retardation over the past years
with regularity. Aanes and Haagensen (1) refer
to normalization as a conceptual disaster. They
recognize its value as a goal, but, pleading the
case of aversive therapy, criticize "unenlightened

'proponents" of the normalization principle who
seem to be opposed to techniques that are non-
normal. They derived this information from mail-
ing a questionnaire to 81 teachers and 46 teacher
aides.

Charlotte-Schwartz (16) in an article entitled
"Normalization and Idealism" suggests that the
entire program of "Normalization" as conceived,
has placed an ?undue burden upon "the retar-
date's" (sic) psychic structure by exposing him to
constant and repeated frustration of enormous
magnitude in the everydaytworld, and that these
external pressures are handled primarily by the
pervasive use of primitive defense mechanisms.
She connects the appearance of normalization
(just "a slogan" to-her). to the social revolution
of the 1960's, emphasizes that man is created
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unequal, and points out that no rhetoric can
change the immutable lbws of nature. She adds:
"It is, of course, no surprise if ,I state categorically
that I 'regard the 'entire push for normalization
as an idealism based upon philosophical ideas
which neglect and negate our knowledge-of in-
dividual and group psychology." (16, p. 38) Why
do I bother to refer to her views? Because she is

a supervisor of social work training at a UAF, a
large federally funded 'University Affiliated Fa-
cility specializing in programs preparing persons
for professional careers in mental 'retardation.

This is as good 'a lead-in as any to SOMQ.COM-
ments about efforts to validate or invalidate nor:
malization programming through research. As a
professor in a graduate scr-?ool, I am dutifully re-
viewing masses of research projects. They 'often

are every well done from- a technological point
of view, but many of them are of little conse
quence, because the research must fit the limited
time requirements of the students or of the re-1
search grant, rather than vice versa. Rarely are
we privileged to see a follow-up-such as Edger-
ton (9) presented a decade after his original field
study on which he based_his book The Cloak of
Competence ,(8) More such studies are needed
to provide us with long range observations of in-
dividuals and groups,, a valuable source of in-
formation.

A particular word needs to be said aboUt men.-
tal retardation researc.based on the concept of
deviance. In earlier years, my background in
criminology and delinquency suggested my use
of this familiar word with 'reference to persons
with mental retardation. But now, a decade later,
I, have come to question both the relevance and
the helpfulness of this psychological frame of
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reference to pers ns,with mental retardation in.
= general. I keenly resent it-if some junior sociolo-

gist refers to m friends as deviants just becaUse.

some junior -j5 ychologist; by use of an inappro-.
priate testing procedure, declared them to be
mental ly/fetaeded.

May'l refer to a personal reminiscence. It was
in),968, at an AAMD meeting in California, that -

1-.Predicted that there would be lawsuits against \
our state officials if they continued 'to tolerate
the inhuman conditions in our state institutions
(6). It was only a few years later that the first of

1 these lawsuits, Wyatt vs. Stickney, took place. In
similar fashion may I warn my young.and not so
young friends in sociology, psychology and so-
cial work that if they continue this inappFopriate
and offensive use of the term "deviant" in r6fer-
ring to persons, with mental retardation, they
surely will find themselves sooner or later on the
receiving end-of a libel suit. Laugh at normaliza-
tion, if you please, but yOu Shad, better clean up
your pseudo-scientific lingo' as you speak of peo-
ple who are no longer your research "subjects,"
but now lay claim to being your. fellow citizens.

One area where normalization has had a real
impact-, albeit in selected' states, is the area of
early intervention. Normaliiation redirected at-
tention to the strength inherent in the family, a
strength. that could be husbanded if only sup-
port services could be Made available. To my
mind, some of the most exciting innovations haye
been devel'Oped bystate departments in conjunc-
tion with private agencies. At Jong range, there
is no service 'of greater significance, no service

that will more surely affect the direction of fu-
ture policy, no service that in turn will more effec-
tively reinforce the normalization principle.

Normalization and Public Policy

Legal scholars, searching for initial recognition
of the rights of persons with mental retardation,
found the first reference to this in 1960 ( 11).
The rapid development of the state-of-the-art in

the legal field and the accompanying impact on
the development of public policy can be judged
by a review of the volume The tyientally Retarded
Citizen and the Law ( 12), based on a conference

t) i+

called by the, President's Committee on Mental
Retardation in 1973. In this collection of 22 pag
pers, complete with discussion notes,. reference
is made time and again to normalization as a
prOcess useful for the lawyer. in documenting
the rights and capabilities of persons with mental

retardation.
But more dramatic yet, considering the usually
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slow response of the j.ucliciary to new situations,
has been the acknOwledgment I:Sy federal judges
of normalization _as a helpful, viable concept in
judicial determination when it conies to the right
to education, right to treatment, or right to free-
dom from harm. References to- that effect in Judi- ....

cial orders in the Halderman case in Pennsylvania
and the Willowbrook case in New York have
been widely cited and thus will have a consider-
able impact. I am aware that it has been quite .

fashionable tc denigrate the effectiyeneSs of the
judicial interventions in the field of mental re-
tardation and: to point to "paper victories," to
point to inadequate implementation of court
orders or consent decrees.

It is strange indeed when state bureaucrats,
superintendents and professors who found-noth-
ing to criticize at a time when practically right in
front of their eyes institutions developed concen-

- `tration camp methods, who were unmoved by
the mayhem, by the death of little children, sud-
denly sloe up and say "this whole normaliza
tion busi, nd the related courtcases are really
for the biros look how little has been accom-
plished since the judge put his name under the
orderf' And, having said that, they continue their
covert or overt saJcotage of any impending .
change..

Please don't misunderistand me. I would have
much preferred that the governor of Pennsyl-
vania had told his superintendent of Public In-
structionto get with it, obey.the law and provide
children with the schobling to which they are
entitled. I would have much pr erred it if Stone-
wall Stickney, psychiatrist d mental hath di-
rector in Alabama, had gotten his act/together
and submitted to Judge Johnson an lionest, via-
ble plan to remedy the criminal neglect of human
beings inhis institutions. In everyone of the law-
suits with which I have been connected, federal
judges tried their-damndest to avoid a. trial;rand
gave the defendant state officials; every oppor-
tunity to institute changes.

Federal judges do not have to look for work,
they gladly let the exgcutive branch do the gov,,
erning and the legislative branch the law-mak-
ing. But without the insightful, sensitive inter-
vention of the various federal judges, we would
still be in the dark ages. Has normalization had
an impact On public and social policy.? Thanks to

A.

the federal judiciary, that certainly 'has been-the-
case. .

p

If we use 1950 as a baseline for a pet'vasive
radical reform movement in mental retardation
twhich does an injustice to -sorn isolated, but
s gnif itarifeelier manifestations); we-mighrsay,
using some broad and audacious generalizations,
that the first of the three decades between 1950
and 1980 saw the emergence of the parents of
children with mental retardation as innovators,.
statesmen and social activists. The second decade
added to this a rapidly growing irjivOlvement
federal, state and local. agencies and a widening-cross

section of professional organilatiOns. John
F. Kennedy created the President's Panel on Men-
tal Retardation and later appointed a Special As-
sistant on Mental Retardation as a White House
staff member. In 1966, Lyndon Johnson estab-
lished the President's Committee On Mental Re-

t.
tardation. There was the very important nation-
wide effort for comprehensive state-wide studies
of mental retardation which mobilized a lot of
agencies previously not involved, through P.L.
88-156. Then came P.L. 88-164 which provided
some new funding to establish University Affili-
ated Facilities and research institutions.

The most significant aspect of.the third decade
was the emergence of persons with mental re-
tardation themselves, as'members of our society,
as human beings with a claim to personal integ-
rity and as citizens endowed with legal rights.
The beginning of this remarkable development
is documented in the proceedings of the 1960
Golden Anniversary White House Conference on
Children and Youth (4). Increasingly, normali-
zation efforts and programs haveaided persons
with mental retardation in their quest for an ap-
propriate existence among us. Indeed, by this
time, in many ways, we have a reciprocal rela-
tionship in that the steadily increasing number
of persons with mental retardation who func-
tion in the community as the result of norma I
tion efforts, in turn, by their, very presence and

. the quality of-their adjustment, are providing im-
pressive .support for further normalization pro -.
grams.

It is undoubtedly dUe to the new awareness
of normalization that we now have persons with
mental retardation who serve as 'Members of
state councils and committees,. In my own state

16



of Massachusetts, welust had.the third Confer-
ence of Persons with Mental Retardation, man-
aged by themselves to a considerable extent. At
the timeof fhe previous conference, they had as
keynote speaker a young man from Connecticut,

..who,....rebuffed-by.-sorne,community...establish,
ments, went to. his legislator withhis complaint,
was invited to meet with a legislative committee, \
convinced them that his caqse was worthy of
action and two yearslater Connecticut had a new
antidiscrimination statute. After-he spoke to his
Massachusetts friends, they in turn got busy, sent
delegations to the State,.-louse and successfully
lobbied-for similar legislation, which was recent-

ly signed by the Go mar. A--?-major feature of
the third State Conference as a workshop which
provided training in independent- IiVingi the
young woman who made this slide presentation
in a very accomplished fashion; some years ear-
lier herself had been in a mental retardation in-
stitution and, no doubt, had not been considered
"educable."

There are increasing instances when newspa-
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per stories report in responsible and respectful
ways about events involving mental retardation.
Perhaps some of you will understand how
touched I was when I read recently in the Boston
Globe a fairly lengthy tobitua?y aboura young
.worna ruw.ho h ad. died_ as .a reSu lt_dLinj
fered in an automobile accident a year earlifir.
There was a reference to the 'fact that she had
graduated from a schdol I recognized as one of
the old special schools; and there was also refer-
ence:to her having Worked ih a place I kneW as a
sheltered Workshop. When a young woman with
Down's -Syndrome can die 'in dignity and have
an obituary which extolled her kindness and her
popularity, I amloold ;enough to say that normali-
zation has brought -US a long way.

Whether it is in Oregon or Massachusetts, Ne-
braska or Kansas, It is from the persons we are
trying to serve thaf the most important push for
change'is going to' Come. By their peiformance,
they will make a shambles out of our classifica-
tion systems, our assessments, our predictions
and our goal settings.
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Normalization and the Consumer

Shcityn Kaplan
Volcitie Schaaf
Dennis Heath

40

"W..as there a thought when normalization got going here in the states that maybe the
consumer would only be a receiver of the process? Is it that no one ever .expeCted that
the consumer would really be able to understand or give input or wakesuggestions?
Was the problem that no one took the time to talk to the consumer, or maybe it was that

no one had the time, or maybe it wasjust an oversight?"

People First International is a self-help group
of. consumers which originated in Oregon in .

1974. ,We currently have 22 chapters in Oregon
and have smeRlied consultation and assistance to
over 40 st regarding the process and proce-
dures for organizing and implementing consu-
mer groups. At our last national conference, we
had over 1,000 consumers who came to speak
fora themselves and 'have support from their
friends.

From the very beginning, the People First
process has been one in which people with handi-
caps and helpers together make the movement
go. This process enables persons once institution-
alized & labeled retarded to gairbalpositive self-
image. 'The role of helpers is .to realize where

people are and to help them plug in where they
may have potential strengths and skills.

The three of us come from a tradition where
the labeling of people is very sensitive. So in.our
presentation, you will not hear the words "men-
tal retardation'!" You will hear consumer. You
will hear people. You will hear names, but you
will not hear'labels. Maybe one of the challenges
that we from People First can offer to this gather-
ing is that we all be sensitive to the labels that
are used at this meeting. Also, in putting our pres-
entation together for today, we recorded conver-
sations about normalization with other consum-
ers back, home. We will bse these conversations
in our presentation to help make our points.
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Normalization: Has the Consumer Heard the Word?

The normalization-process to date has not in-
volved the consumer. They know something is
going on, howeVer, .and that it affects their lives.
Since they haven't really been talked to about
this concept :or value, they have little to say about-

It seems to us that the conversation to date
about normalization has come from parents,
teachers, social workers; administrators and re-
searchers. Even when it comes to Jalking,abput
what is normal and'who is normal, the consum-
ers have a difficult time.

Recorded Convqsation

Helper 1: "Who knOws about normaliza-
tion? . . . What is normaliza-
tion?"

Helper 2: "Has ,anyone ever heard that
word?"

All Consumers: "No ... no ... no."

Helper 1: "Let's ask it again ... just in case
you might remember it all of a,
sudden, ok? What is normaliza-
tion? Does it ring a bell with
anyone?"

Consumer:

Helper 2:

"No."

"Ok. Let me try something. Let's
see who ... Janet, I know you
have gone to some different
schools ... and Donna . . I bet
you've gone to some places.
What if somebody asks, what
does normal mean? Does any-
one know that? What is normal?
Anyone ever hear normal?"

All consumers: "No . . . no."

Helper 1: "Ever hear that word?"

Helper 2: "Never?"

Helper 1: "Don't you know what that
word might mean?"

All Consumer"s: "No ..."

Helper 2: "What do you do if you're
normal? What kind of things do
you do every day if you're
normal?"

Consumer: "Work."
FS

Helper 2: '2WOrk!"

All Consumers: "Go to school ...go to school."

Helper. "Go to school. Alright. What else
do yoti d8 if you're norrnal?"

Consumer: "Play . . . ?"

Helper 2: "You play."

Consumer: "Chase .boys :

All Consumers: Laughter

Helper 1: "Let me ask this question. Are
people at the institution
normal?"

All. Consumers: "No."

Helper 2:
normal?"

Consumer: "I don't know, but some of
them are."

"No? Kathy,. why aren't they

Helper 2:

Consumer:

Helper 2:

"Some of them are. Are there
some of them that disturb
you?"

"I used to go visit Sydney, and
some of them used to tell me to
go away. And then, they told me
I couldn't go visit him anymore
because.. _that's where
children go."

"Were you normal, Kathy and
Janet and all of you, were you
normal when you were at the
institution?"



Consumer: "We werdhandicapped."

Helper 2: "You Were handicapped?"

Consumer: "Yes."

Helper 2: "Who's handicapped?"

Consumer: "People that live there."

Helper 2: "At the ins.Tution . . you were
handicapped. What about the
women that live at the group
home? Are they\ handicapped ?"

Consumer: "No. I don't know."

Helper 2:

Helper 1:

"Are they? Take a \look around.
Are-they handicapped?"

"Whatdoy u think,linda?"

Normalization: Has the

When normalization began in. the United
States, the consumers were seen as strange. look-
ing people. They acted kind of funny and differ-
ent from the rest of society. They were set apart.
They didn't fit. They were seen as a deviant
group and became a labeled group. They were
labeled as morons, idiots, imbeciles. The consum-
ers even called themselves names. If you have
ever been in an institution, you will often hear
the residents there call each other low grades.
There was no community role for the consumer
unless being an oddball or weirdo was a role.

The community often relegated the consumer
to institutions. In the' ir Atutions they were seen
as a limited and hopeless group of people who
would never be able to care for their own needs.
They were seen as easily led, easily managed
and obedient. Institutions liked that kind of be-
havior because.it kept the institution in order.

We taught consumers that in-order to survive,
they needed to be totally dependent, on others.
Consumers learned to ask their aides and to ask
their parents for. anything they wanted, but the
last people they learned to ask were each other.
They certainly didn't think to ask themselves. All
of their needs were met by authority-type people.
The message of dependence and hopelessness
rang loud and clear in the ears of the consumers
when normalization practices began in the Unit-
ed States.
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Consumer: "No."

Was there a thought when normalization gof !,

going here in the states that maybe the consumer
would only be a receiver of the process? Is it that
no one ever expected that the consumer would

-really be able to understand or give input or4-na ke
suggestions? Was the probleM that no one took
the time to talk to the consumer/or maybe it was
that no one had the time, or maybe it was juit an
oversight?

We have consumers who have never been and
are still not a part of the process going on around
them. They have not been prepared for the
changes that are happening to them. The con=
sumers are the receivers of a process, but they
are often failures in coping with it.

Community Heard the Word?

Recorded Conyeisation

Consumer:

Helper 1:

Helper 2:

'Helper 1:

"How many people lived at the
institution? Raise your hand if
you ever I ived_in an institution."

"I think everybody here has."

"Let me ask-this question now.
When you liVed at the institu-
tion, who did you go to for
help?"

"Aide."

Consumer: "I'd go to my aide."

Consumer: "Go to your aide."

Helper 1: "Everybody agree with that?
Did you all go to ycur aide for
help? Is that where you went,
Cindy ?"

Consumer: 'Yes, 'did."

Helper 2: "How about you, Linda? Did you
you goto your aide for help?
I mean when you wanted some-
thing, who did you go talk to?"

Consumer: ;'To my aide ...I miss.my aide."

Helper 2: "You miss your aide, huh? How
come you liked that aide?"

21.
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Consumer: "I liked it because he'd give me
my T.V. and licorice." ,

Helper 2 "How about when you moved
to the group home? Who do you
get your help from now?"

All Consumers: ',Aides ... everybody ... the
po "te."

(elper 2:

Consumer:

"Who do you get help from? *h

Who do you ask for help now?"

"The police."

All Consumers: "No ...no."

Helper 1: ,"Now, Mike is saying if you
o need help you go to the police."

0

Consumer: "Yeah."

Helper 2: say something, Fred."

Consumer:, "If you're in a group home anti
you have a problem, you go to .

the staff."

"Well, that's just like the aides,
isn't it?"

'.'Yea h.".

"Well, before we had the aides
... now we got the staff."

All Consumers: Laughter..'

Helper 2:

Consumer:

Helper 2:

Helper 1: "But I clOn'tunderstand ... then
explain this tome. If you need
the aides and You need the staff,
why do you say that you need
each other? You don't need .
each other at all." :

Consumer: "No ... We got a home now."

I

Helper 1:

Consumer:

Consumer: "Yeah.... You don't use the'
staff if you live in a ... apart-
ment:. like ... a . . Pam ...
Mike and you. You people live in
a city home. You guys live
With each other, right? And
help each other without going
through the aides ... I know

I know fora fact you don't
go to the aides. If it is necessary,
yes, other than that, you can do
what you want as long as it isn't
anything wrong."

Normalization has not encouraged or given
consumers access to peer ,support systems, peer
relationships, peer decision making, peer'culture
or peer history.. The` roles of ,the institution aides
have. been replaced by the roles of the group
home staff. So dependence on otherk is still es-
sential to the survival Of the consumer.

We have a society who sees consumers mov-
ing from institutions into their communities. Yet,
they continue to label and avoid them. They set
them apart. It's easier to set this group of people
apart than to have to deal with them, because
once you label a group, you never really. have
to talk to them. They don't become real in your
lifecasza community member.

The fact. that a process or a plan of some sort
is happening by educators, by philosophers, by
social workers has not been translated to your
average community member. They don't under-
stand why this group of people used to be out
at the institution and are now trying to get group
homes in their neighborhoods.

"Do you need each othertt

Can We Be Together?.

Normalization has not adequately met the
social needs of the consumer. Consumers find
special and important meaning in their relation-
ships with each other. They need each other.
Consumers don't like to be lonely or isolated in
the institution or the community.

One of the best ways consumers have found
to talk to each other is in groups. Groups all over

Oregon are getting together to talk,; share feel-
ings and think. They are learning how to speak
about what is on their minds. When consumers

6,-
left the instituti'''on and came to the community,
they didn't,know how to talk to each other. They
knew how to go to authority figures for their
strokes; but they did not go to peer groups for.
support.
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We set in motion what we call our support
'groups which eventually became the cornerstone
of the People First movement. When the consum-

ers come together, it's their time, their agendas,
and their speed. They're learning how to make
decisions --and- how tofeel-good-about-them-
selves. They're learning how to accept them-
selves as people first and not handicapped first.
We found that the group procels really stimu-
lated a peer support system' We think that the
one-on-one approach in trying to get consurners
into the main flow of society has been short-
sighted.

Recorded conversation

Helper 2: "Do you all need each other?"

Consumer: "Yes."

Helper 1: "Why?"

Consumer: "Why?"

Consumer: "We do need each other."

"Why do we need each other.
Why., Pam . y do you think
that we need ea other?
You're saying we need each
other."

Consumer: "Because.aue want to learn to
help each Other."

"Ok."

Helper 1:

Helper 1: _

Consurner: "Being friends and helping
each other is really good to do
because I feel that we have
some . . . that we all have
handicaps one way or the
other . . . and this is.what

-.People First is all about. It is to
help us. What I'm saying is
that I like to help people."-

"Do you think that with People
First and the groups that go
on, that people share with each
other?".

Helper 2:

Consumer:

Consumer:.

Helper
_.

Consumer:

All Consumers:

Consumer:

Consumer:

All Consumers:

consumer:
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"To some extent, yes, because
, . . when you're around one
another a lot,' you feel sort of

like in a group .. . nice. We all
feel warmth."

"We knew each other before."

"Where do you know each
other from?"

"Most of us have known each
other from being in the insti-
tution. Most of us have lived
there ... for some period of
time. We have gotten to know
each other quite wkII. If we did
not know each othtrr, we'd be

like strangers."

"Right .. .yeah."

"Let me going from the
ins itution to the community

. then from the community
to an individual in an
apartment is a stranger like step.
Everything is strange."

"What groUp do we belong to,
people?"

"People First."

"We all work together in each
county . . . you know, in People
First. And it is big . . and we
got the power over you guys."

Consumers need a loup identity. They need
a culture, a history and their own heroes. They
need each other so that they're able to develop .

, What the rest of society has. Think of yourselves.

You all come, from someplace. You all belong to
groups. Groups give a special meaning and iden-

tity. Without developing a history, the consumer
will have no identity. Without a background, a
group identity and a culture, it is almost impos-
sible for the consumer to haVe input about where

they are going.
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Summary

Normalization will have to change or it won't
be meaningful to the people it is supposed to
affect. We can talk pretty clear, but some of our
friends cannot. They Use sign boards, sign Ian-
guage, and their bodies. Many of our friends
have a difficAlt-,time getting, in front of a group
and talking. They want us to communicate to
you what needs to happen regarding normaliza-
tion.

First of all, we want you to understand j'hpi-
we are people who have something to offer
others, and that we have needs which have to
be met. We want to have a sayin our lives and
our friends want a say in theirs. We want tobe
part of plans being' made about us. We want tb
talk to you professionals, but you will need to

slow down and use 'simpler words, We want to
get together with our friends and do more than
bowl, dance, run a race or watch T.V. We want
to talk about our lives and what we need. We
want to feel close to each other. We want to make
decisions that affect our lives.. When rules ar
made and programs run on us, we want inptit.

We used, to ask. for permission from our aides,
our group home staff, or'nur parents, whenever
we wantedsomething. We and our friends in
Oregon and in other states forgot to ask permis-
sion to meet,' and we have been meeting to-
gether in groups from 10 to 1,000 for the past
six years. We are helping each other to make it
in the community in spite of normalization. And

' by the way, is it okay if we keep meeting?

Participant Discussion

'VI R B WA D : I'd like to bring a specific
point from this morning's discussion to the basic
premise of this conference, and that's the deW
nition of normalization. _I hope you all realize
that what the consumers have presented here
is absole contradiction to Wolfensberger's
theory. It's about time that we at on this, be-
cause as you know, Wolfensberger is a dear
friend of mine and has waxed eloquently that
we must never allow deviants together. Bull!
You'heard this morning that these people want
to be together, and all this normative stuff has
to be turned around.

If you keep on with Wolfensberger's theory
and at the same time try to support these
people, you are doing the impossible. So it isn't
just that we haven't gone far enough. We Nave
to, backtrack and recognize that in 1968, in
1972, we made some basic mistakes. You see, I
no longer believe in human management: I
believe in managerpent of the electric company
and so on, but not of people.

This one point, that they want to be together,
that they find strength from each other, is
similar to what Edgerton found in his follow-up
that I mentioned yesterday. He found that
mentally retarded people who were getting

,

together with each other gained strength,
rather than being dependent on some benevo-
lent outsiders.
. So the point which is corrangitu't here is that
we need a reorganization of our original con-
ceptual thinking on which a lot of this so-called
research has been based. I really want you to
recognize that we are shaking the boat, and if
you don't take care of this, you will fall out of
the boat.

MR. ROOS: I'd like our deliberations to re-
flect some of the controversial issues which
certainly exist in the field. Gunnar has, I think,
very accurately identtfiedsome of these. Since
Dr. Wolfensberger is not here, I'd like to try
and respOnd to Gunnar's comments as I think
Wolf might, although I want to be clear that
I happen to be in Gunnar's corner in this par-
ticular conflict. I think he's absolutely right.

I think that Wolf would argue, however,
that the tendency of handicapped people to

`coalesce into hOmogeneous groups results from
the fact that they re still rejected, labeled, and
as a result, isolate from the rest of society, and
that by continuing t aggregate in small groups,
this model of islands o eviancy is perpetu-
ated. His model, I think, would argue for a dis-
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persal of such individuals. He would argue that
if these individuals come in close and intimate
contact with non-handicapped people, they can
then begin to form bonds that are based not on
a communality of a partiCular handicap, but on
other communali4ies of interests. I want to make
clear that I do not happen to believe in the
validity of this, but I think that that would be
thebasic argument that Wolf would present
and I think that at least we should be cognizant
-that there is some rationale for that posture.

MS. KAPLAN:' Why is that different from a
woman's perspective now? Why is that differ-
ent from what I heard when I was growing up,
abOut women meeting together and the wom-
en's movement? Women don't need to meet
together. Let's just keep them where they are.
Meeting together creates power, yoU unite, you
become a part of what's happening in wciety
and make demands. I heard what you were
saying as very similar tohow I heard a lot of
that translated.

MR. ROOS:I may be inaccurate in guess-
'. timating how Wolf would respond, but I think

Wolf would argue that women are not a mi-
nority, that there are almost as many women in
the world as there-are people. So when women
gather, they are not perceived as an external
grou,R; as a deviant group, and they are not
isolated and segregated. Indeed, there are
compelling psychophysiological forces at work
within our society which attract the remainder
of society, namely men, to women.

With handicapped populations, I think he
would argue we are dealing with very small
minorities-and that through their congregations
they are further isolated and segregated, and
thus' decrease the possibility of developing -
meaningful bonds with non-handicapped
people. I believe that would be Wolfensberger's
line of argument.

MR. SOENNEKER: If you take the Wolfens-
berger definition of normalization, it's chat-
acterized in terms of certain continuums, such as
the dependency-independency continuum or
the segregation-integration continuum: I think
that the continuum itself may, in fact, be-,a false
continuum. The goal really is not independence,

1,
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but it is Interdependence. The goal, as Phirsaid,
is not integration, but rather communalism.

If you loolat comparable kinds of "deviant"
groups, the struggle which the dominant .

society has tried to impose is really the process
of making them like the dominant grotip. I
think that, as groups have.gotten organized,
they didn't want integratioh, salt and pePper
integration. What they wanted was equality
and communalism within a society, and I think
we are seeing the same kind of a transition
taking place here with reference to mentally
retarded or handicapped people. What they
need is a form of interdependence and a sense
of communalism within society. That's really
what am hearing the consumers saying.

MS. BROWN: In preparing my presentation
for tomorrow, I read and reread quite! a few
materials, and one of the things that really
struck me was the warning to not make inte-
gration the goal of normalization, that normal-
ization was a means, a method, one of perhaps
many.

The provision of opportunity for people to
make decisions about their own lives and.to have
exposure to new. experiences are the goals of
normalization. I think we are getting hung up
with people being so into the process, into the

method; that integration which has been stressed
as one of the procedures, has become the goal.
We forget what it was that those folks way back
there were talking about in the first place.

The analogy,tliat keeps coming to my mind
is in terms of the Black movement. People dot
'so hung up with busing and arguments about
whether that was good or not, that a lot of
people lost sight of what that one method was
supposed to do.

MR. HARPER: A profound thing that came
out of this morning's session, was that when
the consumers were asked if they knew.what
normalization was, they didn't have a good
response for that. Further, they said if you are
going to be having a party for us, it would be
nice to invite us to that par I felt that was a
very profound statement

When I went outside and got a Itttle air and
thought about that, I realized that if we Went
downtown here and went Into a cafe and asked
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people what they ,thought normalization was,
they prol4ably would have the same response.
They. wouldn't knoNiv what weWere talking
about either, and" don'1 know whether or not
they would want to get involved with it.

The poin1-1 am trying to make to you here is
that I think We would be fools if we thought
normalization was something that was just
accepted'by everyone, because it certainly is
not. We have'encapsulated this whole business
of MR/I&D, all the entire tapestry, into one
word, normalization, whi,ch`the people that we
are supposed to be serving don't understand!
Is normalization everything in/the world en-
capsulated in one word? Does this august
group really believe that normalization encap-'
sulates what the entire MR/DD movement is all
about?

MR. ROOS: No, I don't think so.

MR. DY RIVAD If you would ask Bank-
Mikkelsen, who first talked about normalization,
he would say, "For heaven's sake, no. I hope
the term will disappear totally." To him, nor-
malization was a concept, anti-denormalization,
and he hoped and'prayed that denormalized
conditions would disappear so that p le
would no longer have to talk abOut
normalization:

I think David Vail hoped that dehumanization
would disappear so he wouldn't have to preach
humanization. In other words, originally it was
not meant to be a life's pjilosophy. It has been
built up to this in the eyes of some people, but
I completely agree With you that we can't en-
capsulate the entire MR/DD movement into
this one _word.

Hence, we deeply I4elieve that the people
who used to live in an'institution are human
beings like us: If we try to encapsulate their
lives in one word, that means our lives can be
encapsulated in one word. It-can't be. Im-
possible. So that is a wrong idea, and Ithink
the quicker we realize that, the better it is.

MS. SCHAAF: Whenever those of'us who
were residents in the'institution talked about
the outsiders, or the people in the community,
we spoke of' them as normal persons. At that
tirrie, we did not feel that we were normal.tWe

didn't know exactly how to describe or put a
name on ourselves, because we felt that people.
out in the community were more normal than
those of us in the institution. That was iheway
we looked at it. That may have been a wrong
way. That may have been the right way. I 'cla
not know. But as you say, human beings are
humarbeings, and there are all different kinds
of stages of normalization. verybody has
different ideas, .diffprent concepts.

'

MR. COOK/: If youthink of being a normal
person as someone who is behaving like other
people, which is what Gunnar was attacking
last night, you have one picture of normalize.
tion. If you think of a human being as someone
who makes choices (thechoices may be the same
as yours or they may be vorsly different) then
normalization has a very (In ierent connotation.
They may make mistakes their choosing or
they may be very wise, h nevertheless, they
have a choice. Now the is, how do you
help People ;',.'./o haven given many
choices or many opportun.'ie .t.) choose in the
past? How do you give them the tools, so to
speak, to make choosing easier? It seems tome
that's what the helpers of People First are frying
to do.

MR. SOENNEKER: It seems fo me that we
have the perfect capacity to design a machine
for anything, and what we have designed is
the perfect normalizing machine. It permeates
the whole system. It's an integrated kind of
thing. Somewhere along the'way, however, we
lost track of the point that Bob Cooke was
making in terms of choices.

The fundamental principles of our society
embraced in the Constitution and Declaration
of Independence, are the basic rights of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.- Now, if
you think about that a minute, there is a conflict
in this, which is-what we are confronting here.
Society has a dual moral duty, if you will,on
the one hand to resp2ct the right of people to
do whatever they'want, and on the. other hand
to take care of people who can't actin their
own best interest. For example, we will not
allow people to starve to death who are prci-
fo-undly retardedlbecause we-recogni7e that
we have a duty to help them. On the
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hand, you will all allow me to smoke two packs
of cigarettes a day, drive down the street with-
out seat belts, or ride a motorcycle without a
crash helmet, because you (society) make the
judgement that your duty to respect my liberty
outweighs your duty to protect my life.

When you deal with mentally retarded'
lersons with diminished capacity, you get very

...rmuch into that conflict. Now, I'm not sure
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exactly how normalization fits into this, except
that we have designed a machine (normaliza-
tion) thafallegedly is trying to.create an en-
vironment of respecting retarded people, but,
in fact, the technology we have designed to
implement it is doing precisely the opposite. It
is completely mechanising and controlling'th
.environment to the point where the consumer
really has no choices.

MR.VAUTHE: The consumer wants input
n t rms of-whet is happening in the home they
are residing in. Did you receive a lot of re-
sistance from the group home staff, either
because of their attitudes or because,of rules
and regulations imposed on the home?

MS. SCHAAF: In some cases, yes, but it
depends on the person in the group home, too.
You don't really have to go and ask permission
to do this or ask permission to do that. If you
have a job, make sure you go to it, it's your
respOnsibility. Most of us have our own respon-
sibilities that we can do without asking for
permission. But there again, if we want to go
out to a movie or go shopping, we have to let
the group home provider know where we are
going, because they have some authority over
us. Where would they find us if some emer-
gency arose, like, say the group home got on
fire and we weren't there? Theywould have
to know where we were at that time or why
we weren't there.

MR. HEATH: I think that some of the
resistance has to do with control, control of the
people that live in the facility. If they go out
and see other 'facilities and listen to how other
people live their lives, the consumer may not
wart to stay in the facility s/he is presently in
There is some of that fear in residential
facilities.

Anbther form of resistance has to do with
simple things like money. 'Facilities generally
manage the personal money'of the resident
or consumer that lives in that facjiity. And so
there is no encouragement, there is no breaking

down some of those barriers and making it a
little easier for the, people.

MS. KAPLAN; One of the things we find
with group homes is, that they're moat respon-
sive to what the money givers say; the state,
who gives them their licenses, and the county,
who'funds their program positions. One of the
things I would have loved to have had in our
presentation would have been the service pro-
viders themselves talk about normalization. I
assume that some of the basic aspects have
never been translated to them. For instance, if
you run a group home, let's talk about what is
a group. How does a group work? In the
institution, people are in cottages and no' one
deals with those people as a group. In group
homes, it's no different. None of the money
givers are saying that normalization includes
the group proceis and therefore encourages
working with the people in groups. In fact, it's
the opposite.

Programming money in Oregon, and I don't
know how many other states in which this is
true, is given if you want a program for zipping
your pants or brushing your_teeth. But, the
group prOcess is not considered a program, and
the home is not supported for funding group
programs.

MR. DYBWAD: I have one question I'd like
to ask the panel. At this point, I am so upset
about normative. Normative relates to norms,
regulations and so on.1-find myself very dis:
turbed at the avalanche of rules and regulations
that emanate from the Title 19 people from the
Department of Mental Health and so on.
Everybody is regulating at the moment (in the
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name of normalization) the lives of people who
live in the community. For example, we are

.safeguarding confidentiality and privacy to the
extent that it really attacks the basic rights, of
these people. There is not a photographer
allowed within 15 feet of any person who
used to be in an institution. It seems to me, and
I speak specifically of Massachusetts, but I have
enough information about other states, that we
are using this normative idea in ways that
actually are rather detrimental and restrictive to
the lives of the people.

HOW is Oregon? Have your people been
concerned about the regulatory avalanche that
conies from the state agencies as to what group

homes-need to do how -they should becOn-
struCted, what a group home needs to know,
needs to do, needs to file records about and so
on, or have you been blessed?

MS. KAPLAN: No, we haven't been blessed.

MR. DY BW4D: Privacy and confidentiality,
have you had problems?

MS. KAPLAN: Terrible.

MR. HEATH: The people can't even find out
where othe7s live.

MR. DY BWAD: Precisely. A Jewish agency
in Springfield, Mass'achusetts,'hearci that Bel-
chertown Institute was discharging some
people. They felt that, my God,, they really
ought to do something. They wrote tb the
regional office, and asked for information..They -
were told that the information was confidential.
So here was a community group of citizens who
wanted to do something, and confidential of
course, was stupid.

MS. KAPLAN: Dennis and I have been
through this for eight years now, and everyone
aroUnd us talks aboutouality, and not quantity. 4
You know, we have all heard that. I am really
becoming more and more convinced that the
quality comes in voluminous paperwork.
Oregon's got a great program. They have
programmers, programming everybody 19
hours aday

MR. HEATH: Everybody has their own
clipboard in the bathroom, the living room,
and in the kitchen..

MS. KAPLAN Its become very much like the
institutions which have obedient, manageable
people for the benefit of the institution. I am
beginning to believe strongly in the consumer
reaction that all This programming -is not to-
their benefit, at least to some degree. Now, we
have gOt to find a common meeting ground.

MS. ROBINSON': I have this real fear as I am
sitting here, because in Wyoming we started
the People First program and the corn-,lunity
program. First we put them on a bus, and away
they went to workeand then back from work.
Then they sat in the, group home. Then we put
them on the bus again and Cktook them to the
People First meeting, and then they went back
to the group home again. We ought to look at
the consumer movement. l,have a real fear
that everybody will jump on the bandwagon
and immediately program in a consumer
movement, and we'll see it all over the
country.

Now, your consumer organization hasn't
worked that way because your helper's are very
dedicated and willing to stand back, but I did
see Whappen a different way in Wyoming. I
have heard that what happened in Wyoming
also happened in Montana and some other
places.

MS. KAPLAN: The role of the helper is
critical, is what you are saying.

MS. ROBINSON: Okay. That's one thing. The
other thing is that we may be critical of the
regulations, but we are the very people that
asked fOr them. In Wyoming we may be farther
behind than other programs, but the consumer
movement is the strongest right now, and the
consumer representatives are the people that
are asking for lots more regulations and
standards.

It is the standards that are horrible, I agree;
and they are a problem. But,. I think we have to
look at ourselves, because we are the ones that
created them. You know, most agencies` don't
just pull standards out of the air. They wait
until somebody starts complaining, or there
a lawsuit or something.

MR. HEATH: In that whole'process in
Oregon, the cart was before the horse. The
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people were in the community before the
programs were there. Then when everybody
started yelling because all these people were
sitting around in boarding-room facilities and
had endless time on their hands, the standards
came as a reaction to the looseness.

MS. KAPLAN: The People. First consumers,
in Oregon meet naturally at work, and meet
naturally at home. We don't bus people any-
where. We have natural gatherings. In fact,
several of the activity centers and workshops
have their own People First chapters right there
as part of their day. The people in group homes
meet together. They are within walking dis-
tance. They do it at night. Some people do it
both day and' night. I mean, it's in natural
gathering' places. It is not separate and apart
from their life activities.

MS. ROBINSON: The very point is that if we
had a chapter in the work activity center, every-
body in the work activity center, whether they
like to meet in groups or not (and I am not a
group person), would have to sit in on the People
First meeting because it is in the daily schedule,

the work activity.

MR. HEATH: I appreciate what you are
saying, but,the reality is that people that we
have known, both people that have been at the
institution and people that have not, need a
basic process where they can make use of each
other to get their basic personal needs met. In

the nursing homes where I am a consultant,
I'll do everything I can to get a person out of
his/her room and down to the activity center
room; to bring some orange juice and sit down
and start talking to another person. I'll
manipulate them. I'll seduce them. I'll do that
because I know that a group process will be
helpful to them. They will always say, "No,
I don't want to go to a group, I don't want to
be a part of that." I have seen similarities with
senior citizens and the consumers that I have
worked with, that the basic reaction to anything
is no.

MS. KAPLAN Part of the problem the
consumers are having is translating their own
movement. For example, when registration for
our annual convention happens, we get re-
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sponses from group homes that none of their
people want to go. Then Valarie will go out and
ask how come no one wants to go and the
people will say that they weren't asked.

MR. MAUTHE: I know of nothirlg in Title 19
regulations or in Wisconsin's community resi-
dential facilities' regulations that would prevent
any individual living in a community residential
program from exercising'his or her right to
advocate for themselves. I'd like to go on
record, too, inciderttally, in Saying that I think
People First is one of the best things that has

happened in recent years. I think one thing
that has to be recognized though, is that an
agency must be held accountable for the ex-
pengiitures of tax dollars. If an agency isn't
programmatically and physically accountable,
then it is subject to public exposure, or at least-

open to investigation.
Group homes are subject, then, to.liability

and are heavily influenced, for example, by
the insurance industry. There are many, many
influences. I think there is a lot that can be'
accomplished through People First and other
self-advocates. That's where the major impact
is going to come in terms of changing regula-
tons. But I think the provider of service is still
going to have to be accountable programmati-
cally and physically.

MS. KAPLAN: What you are saying makes
sense, because I understand the talk about
documents et cetera. But I have watched the
evaluation processes in Oregon with much
amazement, because there are-tremendous rules
and regulations and there are teams that go in
and evaluate and look at records and charts.
When do they talk to the consumer? What does.
the consumer think about what-is happening?

MS. SCHAAF : When I was in the institution,
back through the years of 1956 through 1972,
I was not programmed. It is very, very funny
for me to see some of the programs going on
now in the institution. Some of the things that
I could always do is what somefof these-people
are now being programmed to do. When .I left
there, I went to school. I had a job in one of the
cottages, andthen I came home. Then I had
some time of my own. I wasn't really pro-
grammed.
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When I left the insfjution in 1972, I went
into a group home. I Was not programmed. I
had a lot of time, and I didn't really know how
todeal with tithe. Whenever I did have time, 4

I didn't want to do the same thing that others
were doing. I felt like I wanted to be myself.
This is generally what 'a lot of them want to do,
but they also want to learn how to deal with
their time in their. own way. A lot of people are
not given that chance.

Nowadays they are programmed from
morning to night, and then the next day it
starts all over again. It gets tiresome, I believe,
to these people, because they do not have their
own willpower to express themselves during
the day. It's just overwhelming to see how tired
some of these people are, some of them that

0

are working out in the community on their job
to earn money for spending, or to earn money
to pay for their own group home. A lot of these
people would like, more or less, a program to
deal with their free time, how to do some of .

these things wisely. If you don't help them with
this; you are throwing-them back into the days
of idiotness, of being..depeKlent on someone
else. If you don't want this to happen, make
them as independent as possible.

I think we need to change a lot of the con-
cepts in institutions and in the community, to
let these people do their own planning and
make their own decisions. Let the peers, the
group home providers, and the staff sit back,
and watch them. They need a lot of encourage-
ment to even give it a try..
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Normafization and Society

Philip Roos

"Our society offers some subcultures which deviate significantly from the dominant
normative patterns, yet they are available to most nonhandicapped people. For example,.
communes-are an available option to most people, although theylare not exactly the nor-
mative pattern in our'society. The same is true of multi-family-aggregates or homosexual
communities. Should such options be available to mentally retarded people as they are to

. nonhandicapped populations, even if they are not normative?" I.

The :only constant in the universe is change.
The universe is in onstant flux, and this certainly ,

applies to society, which is rapidly changing all
about us. Thus; to talk meaningfully about nor,
malization and society, it is important to remind
Ourselves that society is not a static phenomenon,
but is highly fluid and dynamic. 1

Some futurists propose, for example, that
within the next 20 years societywill shift from'
an- economy of scarcity to an economy of 'abun-
dance.; The Protestant work ethic will be replaced
by a psychological model. of work. There will be
a heightened value of the individual.and a ;Hos-
soming of humanistic values. The concept of total
employment will replace the current emphasiS on
full employment,' with the goal .of work being
that Of maximizing human potentials.

Other" futurists predict a shift from, Cbm peti-

tiveness to cooPeration,_resulting in,ymited. in-
dividual objectives, humanistic goals and greater
emphasis on self-fulfillment. Still others empha-
size new approaches to satisfying ,basic' human
"needs. They feel, for example, 'the society is

shifting toward a multiplicity Of heterogeneOus/l.:
minority subcultures, so that speaking of a nor-
Mative society, or a "normative pattern of life"
may becorrie less and less meaningful: Instead,
society' will prOvide, an increasing, range for indi-
vidual choices of life patterns, °greater mobility,
more frequentcareer recycling and a.wider vari-
ety of personall'oles and lifestyles.

Some social, scientists anticipate more elterna-
jives to the nuclear family, such as communal
living arrangements and symbiotic relationships
between people with different handicaps who
are able to, complement each other. Biological
parents may increasingly be replaced. by
.fessional parents i.e , individuals who will be
trained in parenting and who will be'paid for
raising children.

Society may also shift towarda greater em.:
phasis on information, so the possession of infor-
mation may become more iMpoetant than eco-
nomic growth. Communications systems may
largely replace transportation systems, leading to
a decentralization of work foices and a return to
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the local neighborhood as the focus for work and
social life.

Shifts in ethics and values are already appar-
ent. Thus, some fundamental concepts are being
reevaluated, concepts such as independence,
self-sufficiency, sexual roles, and the importance

jof achievement and status. Indeed, the meaning
and the definition of life itself are being reas-
sessed. These are the kinds of dramatic changes
which can be anticipated within our society. They
will have obvious implications for the concept of
normalization.

Confusion Regarding Normalization

,

NormOlization hasbecome the subject Of a
great deal of fuzzy thinking, so that it is now
difficult to clearly identify-the issues relating to
this concept: One soOrce of confusion is that nor-
malization has.been given at least two major in-
terpretations. Each of these interpretations has
'different implications and leads to different con-
sequences. Failure to differentiate between these
two definition's has contributed to considerable
confusion about normalization.

The first interpretation of normalization is as a
means, i.e., as an approach to mentally retarded
people. This is the definition which was origi-
nally developed by Bengt Nirje in'1969:

The Normalization Principle means making
available to all mentally retarded people,
patterns of life and conditions of everyday

. living which are as close as possible to the
regular circumstances and ways of. life of
society. (17, p. 181)

eased on this dfinition, we do not normalize
pe6ple, we normalize environments. This defini-
tion also. implies that the process of normalization
is inherently desirable for mentally retarded peo-
ple as Wellas for society in general. Bengt Nirje,
in 1977 siated, "It (normaliiation) gives society
a chance tocriow and-respect mentally retarded.
persons inleveryday life and_to diminish the fears
and myths that once caused society to segregate

(8,.p. 5).,
The second ihtexpretation'of normalizatiori,re.

fens to a process (i.e., to a means) as well as to an -

enctor goal. Both of these elements are included
in Nyolfensberger's 1972 definition:

Utilization, of meatus which'are as culturally
normative as possible, in order to establish

--
and/or maintain personal behaviors and er--
characteristics Which are as culturally nor-
mative as possible. (16, p. 28)

This definition implies that we do normalize peo-
ple, since an important element of normalization
is to generate behavior which is as normative as
possible. Obviously this second definition leads
to a different interpretation of success. Success
is now determined by the degree to which the
goal of' normative behavior is reached. The cri-
terion tor evaluating success differs depending
on which definition is Used. Success is based on
the degree to which the process itself is norma-
tive under the first definition; it is based on'the
degree to which behavior is normative under the
g'econd definition.

Another Major source of confusion is that
normalization is often confused with some other
popular concepts of the day. First, normalization
is not synonymous with the developmental
model. The basic concept of the developmental
model is to approach every handicapped person
with positive expectations that they can grow,
learn and develop. The model does not claim that.
everyone can grow, learn and develop, but that
each individual should be approached with that
positire expectation. -

The developmental model emphasizes the po-
tency of the environment and the malleability of
the individual. It emphasizes the objectives or
goals of services rather than the process for
reaching the goals. It specifies three goals of pro-
grams:-(1) increasing the individual's complexity
of behavior; (2) enhancing the capacity to cope
with' the total environment; and (3) enhancing
of human qualities asOhese are culturally de-
fined. The specific means which are used to reach
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these goals are irrelevent to the developmental
,model. The means might be normalized or they

might be non-normalized. The model focuses on
the person, not the environment, nor -the condi-
tions that are used.

The second concept with which norr-n-iliYaliOn-

is often confused is least restrictive alternative or
least, restrictive environment, which is a legal
concept (2). My interpretation of least restrictive
alternative is that alternative which provides the
individual with the greatest freedom, with the
greatest option to ;make choices. The criterion
then, for least restrictive alternative, is the indi-
vidual's options for choices, and not the degree
to which a given sitting approximateSe'so-called
normal setting.
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tion or self-enhancement. The first, individualiza-
tion, refers to meeting the unique needs of the
individual. The second refers to providing the
individual_ with a maximum opportunity for
choice-so thet-s/he can shape his/her ownluture
to the- greatest possible-degree.

These concepts do got stipulate any specific
conditions or settings. The person'S'neecls are the
preeminent consideration, and no assumptions
are made about the means which will be used to
meet the individual's needs. For example, if a
given individual would choose not to participate
in a group, or not to live in a normalized setting,
this may be compatible with the concepts of indi-
vidualization and self-actualization, but could
violate at least some interpretations of normaliza-

tion.
It is often assumed that the normalized alter-

native is, ipso facto, the least restrictive alterriVr--,
tive. This assumption is a naive position which
may or may not be true. It's an empirical question.
The physical as well as the psychosocial freedom
of the individual must be considered in assessing
the potential choiceS' which actually exist.

The third concept with which normalization is
-sometimes confused is the concept of individuali-
zation and the related concept of self-actualiza-

Finally, the concept of deinstitutionalization is

often confused with normalization. Normaliza-
tion is often used as a justification fo'r deinstitu-
tionalization. But according to the second defini-
tion of normalization (i.e., Wojfensberger's defi-
nition), it might be argued that some institution
settings may.be more successful in generating so-

' called normative behavior than would a commu-
nity-based residential setting. Thus, the two .
terms are not synonymous.

Normalization Goals and Their Application

Normalization has .been used primarily as a
reaction against the differential treatment of
handicapped people. The whole concept of ndr
malization first evolved to neutralize the destruc-
tiVe tendency to generate deviancy.

Normalization includes at, least three goals.
The first and ideally, the most desirable outcome
of normalization is tp have the mentally retarded
person become invisible, and to have him treated
no differently from anybody else. The second,
and somewhat less desirable outcome, is to have,
the mentally retarded person remain visible, i.e.,
identifiable, but treated no differently than any-
onf else. The third possible goal, generally con-
sidered the least desirable of the three, is to have
the mentally retarded persdn remain visible or

identifiable and created differently from others,

but only to the degree that is "necessary." Deter-

mining what is "necessary" remains a clouded
issue. Is the. person tkg.tects..,fliferently from nor-,
mative patterns to the degree that ,js-necessary
to protect the individual's life, to protect society,
to be economically feasible, or to be happy? The
question is complex.

It is 'a fact that most mentally retarded people
do become invisible. George Tarjan -(14) 'claims

that two-thirds of the mentally retarded school-
aged population disappear shortly after they
leave school. They are ho longer identified as
members of self-advocacy groups or anything
else. They become part and parcel of society.
Thus, the term "mental retardation" is applied to
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a large extent as an explanation for scholastic
failure.

Likewise, Conley (4) reports that 87% of
mildly retarded men are productively employed,
only 4% below the national average. So, most
mentally retarded men are working productively,
and only a small fraction of mildly retarded men
are not employed. The figure is 33% employment
for mildly retarded women, but even that is only
12% below the national average.

So normalization focuses primarily on the rela-
tively small segment of the mentally retarded
population that remains visible, primarily those
people whose behavior differs most obviously
from the so-called cultural norm..Severely retard-

_
ed peple, profoundly retarded people, and mul-
tiply handicapped people are primarily the types
of individuals who tend to retain a clear identity;
What conflicts might exist about normalization
relate specifically to these types of people. There
is little disagreement with applying normaliza-
tion tenets to mildly retarded persons, but there
is considerably more conflict regarding the ap-
plication of the concept to these more severely
handicapped individuals.

Normali2.4tion has been applied primarily to
institutional settings, settings which currently
house primarily severely, profoundly and mul-
tiply handicapped populations (12) . The role of
the institution has, of course, become highly con-
troversial, and normalizatiOn has been used ex-
tensively to challenge the legitimacy of the in-
stitution.

Normalization has also been applied in the
area of education, where mainstreaming has be-
.com e the focus of controversy. Part of the conflict
relates to-the desirability of specialized curricula
as opposed to the general school curriculum.
Some,educators claim, for example, that forcing
severely handicapped children to parlicipate in
regular school curriculum does them a disservice
(1 , 3, 15) . )

A third focus for applying normalization has
been the sheltered workshop and the day activity
center. These two service delivery mechanisms
may become the next major target for advocates
of normalization. They have been described as
exploitative, fostering infantilism and failing to
recognize the individual's potential for growth
and development.

Thus, normalization has been primarily focused
on these specialized settings, explicitly designed"
to meet the alleged extraordinary needs of men-
tally retarded people, as well as their families
and society in general. Criticisms of these three
settings have been based on the premise that
they do not provide the best alternative to meet
the needs of the population being served. By
"best alternative," critics mean either the most .

normalized alternative, or the 'most effective
alternative, or sometimes both. Criticism of these
setting's has also been justified on the basis that
they violgte ethical, legal or moral principles.
Finally, criticism has been ,based on claims that
these settings are not as cost-effective as alterna-
tive models:. . _

Normalilation is relative rather than absolute.
That is, normalization is meaningful only when it
is related to a specific: subculture. Hence; what
is normatiye.for some people may not be norma-
tive for °tilers, depending on the subculture or
mini-subculture within which they are expected
to live. Some of these subcultures may be norma
tive in the sense that many people participate in
them, and yet, they may foster segregation and
isolation from the mainstream of society. For ex-
ample, nursing lvmes are normative, in that they
are .used by large segments of the population,
but they foster segregation and certainly isolate
their residents. Likewise, general medical and
surgical hospitals foster segregation and isolation
from the mainstream of society. They are also
dehumanizing and affix labels to their residents.
Senior citizen centers are another example. They
have become normative but they also foster seg-
regation and use labeling.

The question is this: Should mentally retarded
people be segregated into these generic settings,
or should they be assigned to less normative but
more integrated and more humanizing options?
Our society offers some subcultures which de-
viate significantly from the dominant normative
patterns, yet they are available to most non-
handicapped people. For example, communes
are an available' option to most people, although
they are notexactly the normative pattern in our
society. The same is true of multi-family .aggre-
gates or homosexual communities. Should such
options be available to mentally-retarded people
as they are to 'non- handicapped poPulations,
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even if they are not normative? That is, should
all mentally retarded people be subjected to nor-
mative patterns? If not, under what conditions
should they be provided alternative options?

As already suggested, some normative pat-
terns foster regimentation and restrict indiyidual
freedom. The typical educational system is a case
in point. Most schools are quite regimented, and
they certainly curtail the pupils' individual free-
dom. Classrooms, 'transportation systems, many
work settings, the military, etc., are -all examples
of models which confine the individual and 16'17
pose certain restrictions upon him or her. Should
mentally retarded people be encouraged to par-
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ticipate in these kinds of settings or should they
° not?'

There are some who argue that imposing nor-
mative patterns on some severely and profound-
ly retarded people is dehumanizing and indeed,
cruel.- It is argued, for example, that some severe-
ly and profoundly retarded people may have a
different rhythm of life than we do, and that their
sensory preferences may differ frorri ours. Nor-
mative settings may deprive them of the most
meaningful sensory experiences. Such considera-
tions raise the question of what values predomi-
nate. Normalization? Individual choice? Devel-
opmental goals?

Justifications of Normalilation

Normalization has been justified on a number
of different rationales. Each of these rationales
is based on implicit values; `but since the values
are seldom made explicit, the ensuing arguments
are seldom resolved.

At least seven basic justifications of normaliza
tion can be identified:

It is the preferred approach because it
is inherently desirable. It is ethically and
morally the right thing-to do,based on
an implicit humanistic value system.

dr It is legally desirable, based on consti-
tutional and statutory principles, includ-
ing the principle.of the least restrictive
alternative.

.0 It is the mo,5st effective approach to nor-
malizing people. This contention is sub-
ject to empirical tests. Thus,. studies can
compare the degree of success in-foster-
:41'g normative behasVior using a variety
of approaches, including normalization.

..The implicit value underlying this ration-
ale is that it is desirable to be normal.

e It is the most effective approach to fos-
tering development and growth, i.e., the
best way to implement the developmen-
tale model. Again, this is subject to ern-.
pirical validation. The implicit value on
which this justification is based is.that
it is desirable to reach optimum develop- .

ment:

ti It is the most cost-effective approach.
Thus, expert witnesses testifying in
courts of law have claimed that group
homes cost less than institutions and are,
therefore; more desirable. Again, this
premise is subject to empirical valida-
tion. The implicit value is that economic
efficiency is desirable.

Normalization is the most beneficial
option in terms of its effect on non-re-

'''starded people. Bengt Nirje noted that
normalization is desirable because it
helps non-retarded people to develop a
better understanding as well as a greater
acceptance of mentally retarded people
(8) . Parenthetically, the empirical data
to date do not support the validity of this
assumption, but again, it is, subject to
empirical tests. The implicit value in this
argument is that understanding of men-

-I tal retardation is desirable or that greater
acceptance of retarded pe-ople isdesir-
able.

0. Finally, normalization is desirable be-
cause it produces the greatest happiness
for the retarded individual. Again, this
contention is subject to empirical valida-
tion, although evaluating- happiness is
a very difficult procedure. Again, there'
is an implicit value assumption; namely,
that it is- desirable for people to be
happy. In short, this argument is predi-
cated .on .a hedonistic value system.
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Normalization then, raises several fundarnen-
tbl questions regarding the nature of mental re-
tardation and society's response to handicapped
persons. It has been used to criticize labeling. Yet
do we really want mentally retarded people to
become invisible? Some argue that labeling leads,
to devaluation and self-fulfilling and self-limiting
prophecies. There are others, however, who claim
that it leads to improved understanding and pro-
vides the basis for .plans-and programs: The eli-
mination of mental retardation as a distinct entity
might reduce or eliminate .benefits to retarded
people. Many benefits have been designed speci-
fically as compensatory mechanisms to enrich or
protect the life and welfare of mentally retarded.
people.

----A-similar-question can be-raised regarding.ad------
voCacy. A very potent and effective advocacy
system designed specifically to advocate for men-
tally retarded people has been developed in this.
country. Advocacy organizations successfully
generate considerable political influence, help to
modify public attitudes, press for human rights
and so forth. If the target group of that advocacy
effort were to become invisible, what would be
the impact on the advocates?_Likewise,ifiaental
retardation were to become invisi le, what
would the result be on the self-advoc cy move-
ment? Without an identifiable group, h w could
retarded people join forces- into self-advocacy
,
groups? Furthermore, could integration and dis-
persal foster loneliness, .isolaticy and loss of
intimacy?

Eliminating the label of mental retardation
may also impact negatively on research. Without
an identifiable condition, it could become much
more difficult to justify funds for research and to
bring together researchers working on mental
retardation issues.

Another challenging question relates to Wheth-
er or not we really want mentally retarded peo-
ple whose behavior is obvioutly widely diver-,

gent from that of culture to be treated like
non-handicapped people? For example, what are
the relative merits of using generic versus speci-
alized services? Of course, advocates of normal-.
ization stress the use of generic services. Yet,
there is increasing *eyidence that generic services
often fail to serve vetarded people adequately.
Frequerltly, they lack the sophistication and ex-
pertise to providefor the extraordinary needs of
some retarded people. .

What are the implications of eliminating labels
for legal concepts which have special relevance
to retardation, such as competence, diminished
competenceo, consent, diminished responsibility.
and 'guardianship. These constructs have been
developed to protect and/or to give preferential
treatment-to-persons-who_have _mental retarda-
tion.

What are the implications-for entitlements of
financial assistance to help compensate for handi-

,caps? How about the implications for technol-
ogy? Do we want, for example; to abandon or
to avoid technological approaches which differ
from the so-called normative approaches, even ,

in the case of severely and profoundly retarded
people?As des ira bl e.for_exarr4p1 e, to_disca rd
the Concept of a survival skill curriculum in favor
of the standard academic school curriculum for
severely and profoundly mentally retarded stu-
dents? Should we avoid the use of- chemical in-
tervention, biofeedback or mnemonic training
(Le., training people in -how to remember)?
What about the application of prosthetic devices
which are not normative in our society? .

Finally, what do we want from the public?
Of course, we want them to "accept" &nd "under-
stand," but do we want them to accept behaviors
which may be in gross violation of cultural norms
without qualification, or do we want them' to
accept these behaviors because they understand.
that they are manifestations of mental retarda-
tion and, therefore, should be tolerated?
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Conchiclind Remarks

In conclusion, I wish to propose some guide-
lines for the implementation of normalization:
First, I suggest that mentally retarded people
should be provided with normalized settings and
patterns as defined by their own subculture, un-;
less, a deyiation is: (a) more successful in foster-
ing developmental goals; or (b) Fireferred by.ihe
individual mentally retarded person after a fair
exposure to alternative choices. I am proposing;
then, that the principles of self-actualization and
individualization and the developmental model
take precedence over normalization.

The second major conclusion that I propose is
that we identify individuals as mentally retarded,
when -Mein.
person, recognizing labeling as a mixed blessing.
What I ain proposing is that the benefit to the
individual take precedence over philosophical
principles regarding labeling and. alleged 'de-

kr
structiveness.
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The third tentative conclusion I am proposing
is that we retain mental retardation as a visible:.
category, and that we educate the public to its
implications, stressing the positive .elementsi In
other words, rilather than implying that retarda-

does not exist and that there are no retarded
.0° p ople, I am proposing that we affirm that men-

tal retardation does exist, that there are people
who have mental retardation and that these

people are v4able human beings.
I have attempted to present some unresolved

and sometime controversial issues. These issues
all relate to formalization, an extraordinarily
potent and influential concept in the field of
mental retardation today.14 is not my purposeic't'

to praise or con\demn this conM.M..Rather, I hope
this presentation will act as a stimulant 'for
thoughtful deliberation.

ti
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Participant Discussion

MR: KRAUSE: I'd like to comment on one of
the last provocative questions that you'raised.
I think from the government standpoint we are
somewhat dependent upon various entitle=
monts. I think if we look just at the last decade,
if we were not able to pass specialized legisla-
tion, we would not have advanced to this
particular point. .

..

MR. ROOS: Whatt-arn hearing you say is in
terms of the question: Should we do away with
the.term "mental retardation?" Are you saying '
that there\would be some-very negative, prag-
matic consequences by doing.that today?

MR: KR USE: I think we can hardly afford
to do that a this point in time. We would find
ourselves p ssibly with less funds to function
and operate some of the programs which we
feel are beneficial.

MR. R003: So doing awaywith the label
'could have detrimental consequences on the
consumers.

MR. KR USE: I think at this point in time,
yes..

MR. MA CHAND: There was an ad on T.V.
last night+out disability:and disabled kids,
and there was a baby in-acrib. I said,'!Gee,
somebod is doing a good public interest spot,
here." And lo and behold, it wasn't a public
interest spot. It was 'a-paid ad by the United

States Census Bureau urging the population to
be frank in identifying disabled children and
adults, on the basis that that data fis going to be
vital in developingfuture governmental' pro-
grams for people with 1.6ndicaps. There is a
fear that the census data is insufficient because .

there has to be an awful lot of unreported
handicapping conditions (epilepsy being a prime
one) that.are greatly under-represented in the
census. I believe that that ad might have been
pushed to alleviate some of that. There is
serious question,aS to the validity of some of ;1
the census data..;'.

MR. DY MAD: What has the information
given to the census bureau got to do with
labeling? I' think you arelust screwing up the.
English language. This isnot labelingputting a 1. '

label on the child. This is information that g6e's
into a computer. A label is something that's on
the can, not what's in the can. TO me it's com-

confusing. I just Cannot see what it has
to do with labeling when a mother says 'I. haVe a
child. ...

P)- A
MR. MARCHAND: I don'tlargue with you

about that, Gunnar, but wh f about the mildly
retarded child who was lab led retarded be-
cause of 6 placement in s cial education in
school. That adult is now possiblf raisiog a
family, and doese want to identify himself as
handicapped now when thereis no particular
reason to do so?
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DIVAD: Why should he? Again,
what has that to do with labeling.?

AIR. MARCHAND: It doesn't have anything
tp do with labeling. I'm just talking about the
f5ct that the census data is not completely true
or valid when folks who may have a 'need for
some kind of supportive service in their adult
life are unreported.

MR. DY BIVAD: But, you see, that is a
problem. I still ,say we are confusing things; I
don't want anybody to be called mentally re-
tarded and certainly not this word "retardate."
That's abSoliitely unnece-s-sary:Why should we
call anybody retarded? But there is a problem
when it's called epilepsy, you see. That has no
relation to anybody being called an epileptic.
So I 'really see your problem, but it's not a ?rob-
lem with labeling. It's a problem of keeping
accurate statistics and so dn. But I Certainly feel
that our strong campaign to change our labeling
habits, not to refer to it, will only hurt if we
insist that we cannot identify conditions such
as cancer, epilepsy and . . .

MR. MARCH AND: I hear what you are say-
,ing, but until those individuals become com-
fortablewifh saying that they have a disability
and expect no adverse repercussions from Say- ...

ing it, you people are'going to continue to avoid
saying it, just like the mother of a retarded
person will continue to avoid saying it if there
is no immediate value in saying it

MR. ROOS: Let me respond to this whole
labeling issue for just a second. I don't think
it's too profitable for us to get buried in it for
too long. But as I have listened to discussions
on labeling for years, I have reached a con-
clusion which will not make"me any more
popular with this group. My conclusion is that
the problem is not labeling. The problem' is the
negative connotations that are attached to
specific labels.

You do not object if I call you an administr'ator,
which is a label, or a lawyer, or a psychologist,
or mother, or a violinist. These are all labels.
Now, if I say to you I am a hypoglycemic, most of
you probably would say "Oh, that's cool." I
don't mind being labeled hypoglycemic. I do
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not insist that people say that he is a persOn who`
has hypoglycemia, just as I do not insist that you
say thane Iva person who has a degree in
psychology, but does not practice now. The
problem is that being called a hypoglycemic
has no negative connotations, but being called
mentally retarded does.

Although I am sympathetic with the thrust of
what's being said, I feel the basic issue is that we
need to change the connotations of our terms
and avoid using other terms. Developing a
phobic reaction to certain terms, I don't think,
really addresses the issue. If my neighbor walks
up_to_me_ancLsay_s,_Mhatsthe_rn atter with_your_____ _
daughter, why does she talk so funny?" and I
say to him, "She'S mentally;e190ed," I would
like him to say, "Oh, I see, noNk lunderstand.
She's a lovely girl." That's where I think we
should be heading. I don't think the solution is for
me to say, "Well, you see, she's a person who
learnsslowliand hasn't developed language,
and so forth." He's going to be thinking, "Now
what in the world is he talking abotit?"

MR. COOKE: I tend to agreeWich that. There
is a hockey player named Bobby Clark who is a
very good hockey player, and a diabetic. It says
on television that Bobby Clark is a diabetic. Welt
that's thebest thing that ever happened for
diabetics. It is a great thing for Bobby Clark and
so forth. People don't have a negative connota-
tion of being diabetic. But if people said Bobby _,
Clark was retarded, then thawotild be a dif-
ferent sort of thing. I tend to agree completely
with Philip. It's not labeling individuals that's
bad, but rather the connotations of the label. I
think we can be inclined to magnify the damages
from labels by doing these circumvolutions, by
trying-to use euphemisms at times.

MS. SCHAAF : To me, I think the label of MR
or mentallyretarded has been used so many
times that people.are used to it. Besides these, .

gobs of different names are being used as labels.
I think once we get away from using mentally
retarded, a lot of these handicapped people will
feel more human. A lot of these people don't
like the word retarded or mentally retarded, or
am/other label. If we can just pull all of our brain-

) storming together and come up with a realistic
name that we could start using instead of MR or
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mentally retarded, I think we couldreally make a
good change in normalization. I think that is a
basic start for normalization, that we start using
a different category of names.

AIR. FOSS: Your point is that the label has
been so negatively used for so marry years that
you think a whole new term needs to be used?

/I/S. SCHAAF: Right, right.

COOKE: You say that you should provide
normative settings unless, and then you put
down two conditions. One was that other
settings may be more successful developmen-
tally and, I'd like to ask, as judged by whom and
thrri.gh what means; and two, persons prefer
other possibilities after alternative choices are
presented. I'd like you to describe what sort of
process you have in mind regarding alternative
choices and so forth. Could you amplify those
recommendations? ,

MR. ROOS: Thank you, Bob. I guess we could
probably write a book on those situations be-
cause they are very complex. Let's take them one
at a time. The first is that I'm suggesting that
normative patterns, or that deviations from nor-,
mative patterns, can be justifed if these devia-
tions are more successful in reaching develop-
Mental goals. Now, I define developmental goals
operationally asincreasing the complexity df the
individual's behavior, increasing his or her
capacity to cope with .the total environment
(which includes theself, and the social and physi-'
cal environment), and as enhancing human
quality as'defined by the subculture in which the
individual lives. What l'rrithinking of is this kind
cif situation.

Let, us take, for example, a profoundly
retarded person whose behavior repertoire is
lirrilted essentially to swallowing, breathing,
and opening and closing the eyes. He is placed
in a normative setting. We 'take him out of bed
and put him on a couch.during the day and we
put him back in bed at night. We move the
couch next to the table when we all eat, and
there ain't much happening. Let us assume for
a moment now that-as an alternative model,
we put him in a prosthetic environment in
which his eyelids are connected to microelec-
trodes, microswitches, whereby he's now able
to control various electrical devices in his envi-

ronment, such as,turning lights on and off,
turning off the television set, or,what have yoli.
Let us further assume that using biofeedback
techniques, we teach him that by twitching a
muscle in the abductor gluteal for the right
thigh he'can control arielectric vehicle, making
it move forward, stop, or move back. Now, we
propose that these kinds of modificgtions, those
deviating significantly from the normative
setting, are more successful in'enhancing de-
velopmental goals. This individual is develop-
ing some control ovehis environment, His
behavior now is becoMing increasingly com-
plex, and human qualitids, indterms of inter-
acting with his environment, are certainly being
increased. Solhis is the kind of thing I have in
mind, Bob. The definition would be in terms of
rather operational descriptionsof special
behaviors.

The second mint concerns the issue of
choice. Let me give you a crcrete example of
what I have in mind there. Herel.s an individual
who is living in an institution, and we are pre-
paring him for the usual alternative otliving in
a group dome. I 'you'd propose that Nni,g provide
this individual with an opportunity to fully
experience the grotip home by spending some
time there. I would also encourage us to pro-
vide

1-

him or her with some other, alternatives. as:.
well, sheltered apartment living or what have
you: atit in the'final analysis if that individual
said to us, "Hey, I have lived in the group
home, I have lived in the community, andt
man, I want to move back in the institution, .

that's my thing. In-the institution I'm somebody,
here I'm nobody, etc., etc." My proposition to
yob here is that I would then place that indi-
vidual's decision above the principle of
normalization.

MR. COOKE: But there are a lot of other
alternatives besides the'group home. How far
do you pursue the tracking of alternatives?



MR. ROOS: I would try to provide the indi-
vidual with as many alternatives as are realistic
for that particular individual at that particular
time in his or her life. Ultimately tl-T individual
should -make-the choice-rather thaniThe profes-

sional, and the choice should be made on the
basis of choice rather than on the principle of
normalization.

MR. KRAUSE: If we allow a person who is
able to possibly function in a community,
setting to withdraw from challenges' into an
isolated, protective environment, we may not
be doing well either by that person or by the
tax payer who has to pay the cost.

MR. ROOS: Fred, are you saying that you
would not agree that the individual should have
the ultimate choice in these matters? You
would suggest rather that the profesSionals
should really make the ultimate choke?

MR. KRAUSE: No, I'm not saying that. I
don't think that the professional or anyone has
the prerogative or right io say that-someone
must live in a certain place or be forced into a
particular kind of situation. I am saying,
though, that, at a point in the transition from an
institution to the community, I doubt if anyone
making the transition doesn't have thoughts or
considerations that, "Hey, my friends are back
there. I want to return to therinstitution."

MR. ROOS: Who makes the ultimate
decision?

MR. KRAUSE: I'm just saying that the per-
son may say he wants to return to the institu-
tion merely because he wants a safe haven, he
wants the protection and isolation. We may
very well not be doing him much benefit by
Saying that this is the only choice he has and
that we will alloGv him to do it.

MR. ROOS: Okay. You are pointing out that
there might be a lot of psychological factors.

MR. KRAUSE: Oh; I believe'there are, yes.

Ate. ROOS: That might work towards the
individual's ultimate detriment.

MR. KRAUSE': That's right.

MR.-ROOS: Am I hearing you right?
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MR. KRAUSE: Yes. ,

MR. ROOS: Therefore, you are saying we
should-not be too quick to let the individual
make these kinds of decisions?

MR. KRAUSE: That's right.

MR. ROOS_ : Then you added a second vari-
able. I don't want it to go for naught, and that
is the economic variable, right?

MR. KRAUSE: I thir)k we.have to be Prac-
. tical about it, and the economic conditions are a
prevailing part of today's programs, particu-
lady social programs. I don't believe that we
can continue to expand orohe medical institu-
tional model in which costs are going to rise
considerably over the next decade.

MR. ROOS: Okay..So you are saying you
consider two variables, the psychological one
that might be working' against the individual's
ultimate goals, and secondly, the realities of
econoniics.
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MR. FOSS: What if those costs were the
same and the person had gone through some
extensive counseling?

MR. KRAUSE: Then, of course, it's his
choice. Suppose a person leaves a correctional__ . _

facility and is out in the community and he
goes to the probation officer and the judge and
says, "I want to go back to jail.",ls he allowed
to do so?

MR. FOSS: Sure. All he has to do is violate
probation.

MR. KRAUSE: That's right, or take a gun
and stick some place up.

MR. ROOS: He has that option.

MR. MAUTHE: That's the only option avail-
able to him.

MR. KRAUSE: That's right. That's my whole
point. He has to go to the extreme extent,
which is antisocial action on his part to achieve
what is basically psychological overprotection
from the various problems he cannot face in
society.

MS. SCHAAF: But there again you have to
look at how long the person has been in the
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institution. If he's been in there for a long time,
one day he may become bound and deter-
mined to go back. But there again, we got to
at least give him some time to readjust., Maybe__
we put him out irito'th-6.'Eohiiii-unTty too soon.
We have got to be able'to look at these points
and that person should be the one that makes
the decision of whether to re-enter or to stay
out, or to say something is wrong. He is the one
that should be able to pinpoint his own decision.

MR. ROOS: It sounds to melike you are
both agreeing that ultimatelyihe individual
must make the decisibn.

MS. SCHAAF: Yes, yes.

MR. ROOS: But you are also both saying you
should not accept the decision prematurely, you
should give the individual ample opportunity(
to experience the alternatives.

MS. SCHAAF: The professional, I believe,
should not even have a say whether that person
should be let back into the institution or stay
in the community. This is the same way I feel:.in

II-Wii'derWtHaT'ate.ac-nitted to-all
these institutions. They should have the say at
that time whether they eveh want to be put
there.

MR. ROOS: Okay. I think you are agreeing
with each other, but whif I am hearing is that
Valarie is putting more emphasis on the indi-
vidual than on the profession. I think Fred is
putting a little more emphasis on the profession.

MR. KRAUSE: No. If a person is truly a
well-trained counseling professional, s/he will
not make the decision in a matter that is a
personal choice.

MS. KITT : I'd like to raise an issue that
didn't necessarily come out in your talk, Rhil,
but I think is one that you'd be interested ih
discussing. It's in the prospectus that was sent
outto_us_in_advance-of-the conference dealing
with the rights and responsibilities of parents.
I am a parent of a retarded child. I just want
to read what it says in the prospectus, and then
make a couple of comments. It states that "The
normalization emphasis on service pl'ovider
philosophy and practice may have lessened both
the need and respect for parental opinion and
involvement. How is normalization ideology

.and practice affecting the families of mentally
retarded persons?"

I think probably that's an area to which pro-
fessional people have not given very much
consideration. The normalization concept is very
threatening 'and very frightening to parents. I
know some of you can identify with what I am
saying, but when yoU finally come to grips with
the fact that you have given birth to a retarded
child and this is going to be your responsibility
from now on, you can hardly look forward to
the day When this person will grow up and
become an independent individual like your

other children. You assume an attitude of pro-
tectiveness that most people call overprotective-
ness. As the person grows, it's very hard to
come to a point in time or realize that a time
has come when you have to shed that protec-
tiveness and let this person experience the
dignity of risk, so to speak.

I think that one of the reasons the normaliza-
tion concept has been threatening and frighten-
ing to parents is that they don't understand it.
The more I learned about it, the more I began
to personally accept it. Over the past six months
we have begun letting our boy, who is now 15
years old, come home from school in the after-
noon, use his own key, open the door and come
in and spend an hour or so alone before anyone
else gets home. You have no idea how frighten-
ing that was to me. There are neighbors around.
He knows there is someone he can call on if
he has a problem. But boy, thinking that he
could possibly come home without me being
.there was a real educational process for me.

Anyway, I think it would be helpful if we
could put more emphasis on realizing that
parents do have a responsibility, but they have
to know when to let go. They haVe to have
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some kind of help in dealing with this whole
process.

MR. ROOS: I'm glad you 'raised that point,
Alice, because it is a difficult concept for
parents to accept, and there is, no question of
that. I think parents get particularly anxious
when they are faced with the rather extreme
positions which they can interpret as the denial

lof the realistic limitations of some retarded
people. Again, we must be responsive to the
comments made, earlier that mental retardation
is an extremely heterogeneous condition, and
what applies to the mildly retarded may not
apply to the severely retarded.

MS.' KITT: I have heard parents comment so
often that just putting a child in a normal en-
vironrnentisn't going to make him normal.
Many tienes w`e have gotten the attitude that
that's what the professional community thinks.
We worked many years, very hard sometimes,'
to accept the fact that he's handicdpped and, by
golly, you can't erase it overnight by-putting
hirn in a normal environment.

MR. FOSS: In my experience in working
with service providers, I have seen many cases
where they do not have the proper respect for
where parents are coming from or for how well
a parent knows the child.

MS. KITT: And very quick to assume that all
parents are.Overprotective. By golly, you must
be ifyou are a parent.

MR. MAUTHE: All parents are initially.

MS. KITT: Initially, yes. 'You are right. Some
of us outgrow it:

MR. SOENNEKER: It's almost an identifica-
tion-of normalization with a civil libertarian
popion. It is another curious thing that occurs,'
pdrticularly in a lot of direct service facilities.
You know, the poor kid illSt turned IP, And by
God, hos a constitutional adult and he can do
any daXn thing he wants. They would not
make the same argument for their non-handi-
tapped child coincidentally, but they would
make it for a retarded person. That is, the
parents get nothing to say about what happens
to that kid and he Should be allowed to do
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whatever the devil he wants. Sxuality is the ,
classic thing that always comes up in this area.

-I recall a speech that Gunnar gave up in
Madison a couple of years ago in which he
raised the question of what has happened to
the common sense of professionals. I think there
is something to be said for that.,So frequently
under the guise of idealistic kinds of concepts
we simply lose track of all common sense.

MR. HEATH: How do you feel as a parent
about your son or daughter banning together
with other consumers in order to get support
and feedback? How do you feel about that?

MS. KITT: I feel very excited about that..I
prefer to think of him as becoming part of a
group, at least for awhile, rather than being
thrust out in the community on his own, be-
cause. I think that would be a veil/ lonely exist-
ence. I think that we choose groups of people
that we like to.associate with. We choose our
churches because we have.something in
common-with those peepie. I believe very
strongly in your attitude about groups. It would
be very satisfying to think that my boy could
become a part of that But if the day comes
when he doesn't feel .like he needs to be a part
of that group, then I think he should have the
right to live some other way.

MS. ROBINSON: I think it's important to
point out that parents who are in ARC are what
I classify as active parents. They are interested.
They have obviously joined a consumer move-
ment to bring about social change. There is also
a large group of parents that I call reactive
parents, and that brings us back to something
I was going to mention earlier. Although Phil
doesn't like to deal with the Wolfensberger
definition of normalization, a lot of reactive
parents like that definition. That is, they like
their kid looking normal. They don't care if the
kids are having a good time or if they are pro
gressing. They simply are satisfied if the kid
looks normal.

MS. KAPLAN: Does that meet their needs?
I have spoken with some parents who are
wanting their kids to look normal because they
are embarrassed that the kids are ...
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MS. ROBINSON: Of course it doesn't have
anything to do with the wants of the consumer.
The state training schools are often classic. Staff
walk around and tell everyone that they have
one of the finest institutions in the country. Yet
_review tearns,come in from out of state and
repeatedly say they do not have a very good
institution. It may be a horrible institution. But
the two things that they db at the institution is
keep everybody clean, and have their teeth
flossed three time a day. They have four den-
tists on staff, and that is normal and they like
that. That's very popular, and it's very well
funded. So I think that although we don't like
fo talk about that because that's not our goal, it
is a major goal of the public when they think
about normalization.

MR. ROOS: Well, that's a good point,, I'm
glad you raised it, and react to that as a
parent, too. I think there is some real validity
to the statement that parents want their kids to
look normal to decrease ernbarrassment, That's,,:
true, but in addition to that there is, I think,
the very valid concern that to the degree that
an individual looks and behaves in a very ab-
normal way, that individual is less likely to be
accepted, to be understood, to be reacted to
positively by the general public. So I see that as
a very legitimate goal, to have people behave
and look in a way which will be generally
acceptable. If one of us were sitting here in our
swimsuit or wearing a huge purple tie and
drooling in our cup, 1-zlifin't think most of the
rest of us would like to engage that individual
in a warm, cuddly and reinforcing conversation.
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Normalization and Law

Cori Brown

"4ssessment of the efficacy. of the legal system to promote social change and imple-
ment an ideology (normalization) is fraught with controversy. Motives havebeen ques-
tioned, benefits weighed against dangers, future strategies debated, divisions created
and new enemies identified."

In an attempt to make a problem more man-
ageable there is often a tendency to seek single
path solutions, to focus on an approach which
assumes the obvious problems are the real ones.
The tendency Is to dea.1 with problems and iden-
tify issues on a .symptomatic level rather than
searching for an underlying, often less obvious,
real problem. My responsibility is to present a
paper that. stimulates a discussion of issues and
implications of normalization as they relate to
the law. My mission will be accomplished if my
remarks and comments suggest to you opportu-

, nities, alternatives, new approaches and ques-
tions rather than answers.

To prepare such a paper, I fit'st turned to the
professional literature. I read and re-read books,
articles, presentations, briefs, decisions and Law
Review articles to try to formulate some sort of
app'roach to identifying issues. Materials deal-
ing with legal rights and legal procedures were
helpful; materials ,relating to normalization per-
plexing. The more, I read, the more confused I
became. All rilY sources were somehow mesh-
ing into one. In checking footnotes and refer-
ences, r realized I was reading the same thing
over and, over, different author's, different books

and articles, but the same words in similar se-
quence to define the principle of normalation.

I then talked to people with much experience
in this business, who had a commitment to and
belief in-the principle of normalization. I asked '
these people about the issues they felt should be
raised in this paper. I talked to attorneys involved
in major litigation,.as well as people involved in
the implementation of those decisions; to service
providers trying to develop community pro-
grams, as well as recipients of those services; to
people involved in legislative reform, and to edu-
cators. The results were astounding.

. Contrary to, my perusal of the literature, there
'seemed to'be little consensus among these pro-
fessionals regarding what normalization implied
in relation to legal rights, and an even wider di-
vergenc-e-inz 'on to the issues they felt should
be raised at this conference. A same -e-of-the-cOn-
cerns expressed included:

o "You need to talk ai)out the problems,
issues and impliCations'of the day-to-day
implementation of normalization."

* "People can't apply the principle to indi-
. vidual cases."
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O "Do you know what some folks are do-
ing in the name of normalization? Peo-
ple don't know what it means."

O "You need to point out the inconsisten-
_______ . cies.between.sorne. aspects-of-the 13 ri n----

cipl e and the court orders and legislation
we have to try and implement."

o ,"People don't recognize the underlying'.
values."

The only-consensus appeared to be a lack of con-
sensus. To raise issues regarding normalization
as a principle and practice in relation to law be-
come's, by necessity, a task of illustrating con-
trasts, paradox and analogies.

Normalization has been expressed as-a human
management model: It has been defined in terms
of processes and goals for social change. It im-
plies certain methods and potential outcomes. It
is based on implicit values. As people attempt
to put an ideology t to practice, the ,uniqueness
of each situation leads to confusion about what
should be done; and how' and when it should be
done. r

Even when there is no apparent resistance to
the original doctrine, disputes and controversy
occur because of differences in interpretation.
Some people appear to perceive the principle asi-

j_n_10y.in g rigid, inflexible._4ir.vg1Krp,m.ost met od T,_ _
to be applied to all persons and situations in the
same manner. Others appear, to perceive it as a
guiding principle that stimulates the creation of
innovative services" and service models- with
flexibility and adaptability.

Consequently, the question of whether or not
the law supports the principle of normalization
is, at best, an over-simplified,apFiroach to a com-
plex issue. Certainly, the major court decisions
and legislation on behalf of mentally retarded
persons use the language ofnormallzation, e.g:,
education in the most integrated setting and ha-
bilitation in the least restrictive environmen.f. flut
as these court decisions, legislation and regUla-
tions have been implemented, numerous prob-
lems and conflicts have arisen:It is not surprising
theri, that what were heralded as major accom-
plishments, may be only "paper .vicfories grid
herd "realities" (8):

Social Change

Assessment of, the efficacy of the legal system
to promote social change and implement an
ideology (normalization) is fraught with contro-
versy. Mcgives have been questioned, benefits
weighed against danger's, future strategies de-
bated, divisions- created and new enemies iden-
'tified. 'Even 'attorneys and advocates have be-
come suspect as part of a system that has broken
promises and destroyed hopes.

It is dissatisfaction with the status quo that
leadS people to use the legal system in the first

__:place and ironically, it is dissatisfaction with the
legal systemiii;ilt ead-S-Veople-right-back:-Tired
of losing endless battles and debates, people turn
and return desperately to a system they little un-
derstand, to right the wrongs; end the sufferings
and finally provide justice _for those they care
about so deeply. They continually encounter the
powers and limitations of a systerri with its own

o

,purposes, prOcedures and language.
Lois Forer, in her excellent book, The Death of

the Law, speaks of the inconsistency between the
chronicled history of the law as the oppressor of
the poor and powerless; and the persistence in
the belief of the American promise of equal.jus-
tice under law (5). She expresses concern abOut
the mistaken belief that a court can bring about
widespread social change or that a judge can cor-
rectly.decide complex matters of economics, bi:-
ology or psychiatry. She states:

Lawyers devise litigation to obtain Court
rulings in order to effettuate what legisla-
tion has failed to accompliW7111tecas
these' complex problems of behavior into
the old molds of Constitutional issues, often
obscuring the difficult economic, biological
and social problems that intractably refuse
to conform to the procrustean bed of the
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Bill of Rights . . . We expect the Courts on
the basis of discrete individual cases to es-
tablish rules for the operation of innumer-
able institutions . Every question from

institutions to the ecological dangers posed
by the underground- explosion of nuclear
devices, is litigated in the courts. (5, p. 40)

We need to recognize that the law is inherently.
limited 'in its ability to promote social change:
These limitations raise serious issues regarding
the use of the legal system to implement normal-
ization. First, the adversarial nature of the coOlrt.

system creates strong divisions between partici-
pants. Battling in the courtroom, over one set of
issues may well prevent future partnerships
needed to address the resolution of the present
.conflict as well as 'other problems and concerns.
It may even result in retaliation in other arenas.

Second, although courts may be able to bring
to society's attention some of its 'most serious
abuses, they are limited to considering individual
'cases, A specific set of facts is presented leading
to 'a specific order of relief directly affecting only
the people involved in the suit (1). Lawyers must
insure some way of measuring defendants' com-
pliance with the decree, hence the need to quan-
tify the underlying ideology.% Attention is fo-

---cuSed-onsrnore-preciiedefinitions and measure-
ment tools. This, in turn, leads to difficultques-
tions, such as, what are normalized environments
for the people named in the suit? What is the
least restrictive alternative? What methods need
to be employed to make those decisions?
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As difficult as these issues are by themselves,
the difficulty is further compounded by the fact
that courts are backward-looking. Asked to re-
solve conflicts after they have arisen, courts look

......10..,gatalalished_precedent for the solution.._ As_
stated_so well by Rutherford Turnbull:

The law has a strong bias against inno-
vation and change ... The role ot the lawyer
is his creative we of precedent . . . to per-.
suade us that which is new is really not new
but an extension of. old norms and beliefs.
(14, p. 143)

The use of the legislative process to prom9te
social change is also 'limited. The precision de-
manded in statutory language may inhibit the
flexibility needed for practice and result in little
allowance for individual differences and needs.
Once a law is enacted it takes substantial time
and effort to reshape it to conform to present
conditions- and-knowledge.--This-time- lag- results-------
in people's lives being regulated by antiquated
laws. Thus, for example, while our society has
always held liberty and equality to be two of our
fundamental values, at times one or the other
may predominate. In the 1930's much of the New
Deal's social legislation (an attempt to promote
economic equality) Was overturned by the,Su-
preme -Court because it interfered with economic'
freedom. Recently, some courts and legislators
(as-well-as-much-of the-public)-have-become-sus
picious 'of the results of economic freedom; the
anti-trust suits and the ever expanding area of
governmental benefits are responses to a move
toward equality.

Protection of Rights

Thelegal system has been concerned with pro-
tecting both the liberty and equality of mentally
retarded pe rrrecent -yea rsr:The-cases_a n
statutes requiring increased procedural safe-
46-ards for civil commitment and.residente'rights
in institutions are attempts to protect the liberty
of mentally retarded persons. The essence of the

.

7.4.
)

least restrictive_ alternative doctrine is that the
state must restrict the person's liberty only as
much as is necessary to achieve its goal and no
more.

The goal of equality is evident in such anti-
discrimination legislation as Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (9), and the Education
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for All Handicapped Children Act (10). These
acts are designed to give handicapped individ-
uals not only an equal employment or educe-
tional opportunity, but in a broader sense, ant

to live a fi.ilfilling,'"fifddiktiVe''"
I ife. Unfortunately, in the movement towards en-
suring equal opportunity for all citizens, the term
"equal" has taken on different meanings. There
are a number of laws which single out mentally
retarded people as a group receiving special pro-
tection under the law: These laws appear to grant
mentally retarded people freedorn, but it is an
empty sort of freed'Om.'None of these laws pro-
mote equality with thrrest of society. At best,.
they make one eqUar with others to whom the
law. applies. .

Apart from their goal in terms of legal rights,
do these protective, laws carry out the principle
of normalization? Certainly most of us aren't
prohibited from marrying or childbearing or mak-
ing "important decisions on our own. Clearly,
mentally .retarded People aren't the only ones
among us who have :difficulty understanding
marriage, raising children or managing 'money.
If normalization calls for a life as typical as any-
oneuelse's, then these laws give retarded people
advantages others do not enjoy, as well 'as re-
strict-Faris others do not have. [hey are npt con-
sistent with either the 'concept of equal protec-
tion of the laws or of only necessary abridgement
of liberty.

This effaii. on behalf of handicapped individ-
uals grew out of the struggles for equal rights on
behalf of racial minorities, and more recently,
women. Until recently, the struggle for equality
has concentrated on attacking the existing struc-
tures of society- that impeded equality, and the-
solution sought has been to prohibit (or prevent)
discrimination, e.g., with legislation related to
education, employment and housing' (12/ Civil
libertarians often argue that this systern:fr)Sf pre-
vention does not go far enough; the effects of
past Ocr'imi'nation place minorities in a socially

diiadantagedposition. They further argUe that
to achieve genuine eq
effects of past societal discrimination (12):

4

The concept of affirmative action was formu-
lated as a response to a dismal record of failure
to promote equality. It takes inta account past ,
discrimination and requires remedies that at-
-felt rze-§ta tug-by i-°"w`ti
take positive steps to offer minorities equal status
by giving them special opportunities. Sections
503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act extend
these concepts to handicapped persons. Section
503 requires an affirmative duty on the part of
fedRral-contractors to hire handicapped individ-
uals. Section 504 prohibits discrimination by re-
cipients of federal financial assistance on the sole
basis of handicap,

With the advent of this legislation, discussions
as to the meaning of equal opportunity take on

hew dimensions. Because of the parallel aspects
of the civil rights Mo'vernent for black people and
handicapped people, it, is not unreasonable
assume that the goal of attaining equality for
handicapped people in society may be sought
through the legal strategy of affirmative action.
Whether or not that strategy is compatible with
the philosophy of normalization is an issue which
must be fully explored.

Some people see normalization as pl6cing em-
phasis on minimizing the deviancy of individuals,
ignoring the faCt thil actions are also necessary
on4he societal level for acceptance of deviancy
to occur. They would, therefore, take issue with
the methods of affirmative action'because of the
potential for calling attention to the deviancy of
the individual.

Others see the normalization principle as en-
-compassing both the minimizing of deviancy-and
societal acceptance of deviancy, but with the lat-
ter being a hoped-for outcome in the distant fu-
ture and not something demanding attention
now. Therefore, they would see a consistency be-

tween the goals of affirmative action and nor-
malization. There maybe' a dilemma, however,
as.to how both dimensions of the principle can
be dealt with simultaneously. These issues and
others will become increasingly important if af-
firmative action becomes the primary legal stra-
tegy in this area.
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Institutional Care

The question of institutional care has perhaps
. been the most controversial area of the leg&

rights-movement: David Fe rl egerand-Penelope-
Boyd have noted that litigation-in the area of
mental disability law-began with suits over civil
commitment procedures (how one gets into the
institution), then concentrated on conditions with-
in the institution, such as the 'right to treatment
(what happens once one is in), and is now ad-
dressing the question of the rationale for the in-
stitution (whether anyone. should be in at all)
(4). A brief review of some of cases will con-
firm this trend. The civil. commitment cases such
as Lessard v. Schmidt (7) brought about the in-
troduction of due process safeguards,such as no-
tice, the right to counsel and a hearing. Courts
ruled that because of the conditions at an institu-
tion, commitment was a deprivation of liberty
which required procedural protections against
unnecessary commitments:-

With Wyatt v. Stickney (15), the conditions at
the institution became the subject of lawsuits. The
court in that case fo., that residents of the in-
stitution for the ntally retarded had a right to
habilitation infthe least restrictive alternative. To
implement such a right, the court formulated
standards to raise the quality of institutional life
u a CU1 15 ittrtiorral I y.acceptabl-e-leve 17-The- under-

lying objective was to improve the institution,
and although the court decreed that residents
were entitled to habilitation in the least restric-
tive alternative, the judge appeared to have little
doubt that adequate habilitation could be pro-
vided in the institution. Other cases either fol-
low] Wyatt's reasoning or developed other ra-
tio e for ordering improvements at state insti-
tutions.

Six years after the standards in Wyatt were
issued, Haldermari v. Pennhurst State School and
Hospital (6) was decided. Here the institution
was on :trial, literally (since Pennhurst was the
first named defendant) and figuratively (since._
the plaintiff's lawyers hoped to show that any
institution, by its very nature, could not provide
adequate habilitation). The judge fOu,nd that con-
ditions at Pennhurst violated the residents' rights
under the U.S. Constitution, and federal and state
law, and ordered the institution gradually closed
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and community placement found for all resi-

dents. .

Asthis cycle-progressed,--the-necessity-for.in-_,.
volvement of professionals became paramodnt.
In- addressing commitment, the subject matter :
concentrated on a legal process. In the develop-
ment pf a theory to the right to treatment/habili-
tation, social goals were translated into leg& con-
cepts, i.e., "right to the least restrictive alterna-
tive," and "right to freedom from harm." In order
to frame such legal concepts, attorneys needed
to know what could and should be done to pro-
vide adequate habilitation. Thus, the process of
educating the attorneys and eventually the courts
began.

Professionals told them about enlightened
principles as they applied to comprehending and
solving the problems of mental retardation. They
talked about the developmental model, normali-
zation, individualization and self-actualization
(11). The professionals also told them about
processes to implement these principles and such
things as individual program plans, interdiscipli-
nary teams, training methodologies, staffing pat-
terns and community alternatives. The attorneys
believed them. The decisions and standards es-
tablished in right to treatment/habilitation cases.
'reflected the principles and methods.expressed.
As Dr. Roos pointed out:

Although much of the litigation has been
bitterly contested . . . the conflict was al-
most always over the feasibility rather than ,.
the desirability of the reforms advocated by
plaintiffs. ( 11, p. 615)

With the advent of Pennhurst, the movement.
shifted from considering the conditions in insti-
tutions to questioning their very exi tence. What-
ever had been viewed as some sort of consensus
quickly evaporated. The backlash many feared
seemed imminent Accusations and condemna-
tions were hurled at attorneys, profesSiOnals and
parents alike. What attorneys and others inter:-
preted as a logical legal extension of what pro-
fessionals told them was best for mentally re-
tarded persons, was anything but logical to
many.

We have only to listen to the reaction. We hear
assertions that the reason Judge Broderick
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reached the decision he did and ordered such
sweeping relief was that the expert witnesses
were wrong. We hear defendant experti' testi-
mony, six years after the initial. Wyatt decreed as-

_.:serting_thatthe_expertopinions,:unclerl ying
Court's least restrictive alternative/deinstitution-
alizaiion standard were "fully recognized as un-
wise at the time by those most knowledgeable in r'

'mental retardation" ( 13). We hear pleas for more
research, calls to study the matter more fully.

We hear stories such as the following, related
by David Ferleger, the plaintiff's attorney in

Pennhurst. As Judge 5roderick was developing
his order ta'r relief in that case, he asked David
if there was a need for some sort of hearing for
class members before placement in a particular

..community-,residence....David deferred-to his "ex-
perts." The first he contacted replied, "Of course.
We have to ensure a.freedom of choice and the
individual's knovvAedge of and consent to the
community residence he will be entering." The
second one stated, "Of course not. When I look
for,-and make a decision about a place to live, I
don't go throUgh a hearing" (3).

Summary

We are at a crossroads. References are made
to the first wave of litigation and the implications
for the future which raise new and more contro-
versial issues-. People speak pf deeper'divisions
and more difficult battles ahead. Strategies on
how to deal with reactions, backlash and resis-
tance are being discussed.

These conflicts and issues should not have
been unanticipated.. They did not result from
Pennhurst, or other "legal" interpretations of
normalization, but rather have been hidden be-
neath the rhetoric of the past decade. The lan-
guage oftnormalization for many has focused on
the processes, not the implied values. We have
been busy defining, labeling, and categorizing
environments, clinical interventions and social
interactions. The questions asked reflect our pre-
occupation with the methods.

Many have been asking others "how" when
they should have been asking themselves "why."

To announce belief in a philosophy without ex-
ploring its value base is to deny the moral and
ethical implicatioils of such an ideology. To avoid
dealing with interpretations of right and wrong,
good and bad, results asking the wrong ques-
tions and arriving at simplistic conclusions.

We are being asked for more precise defini-
tions, criteria and measures for designing reme-
dies, for legislative reform. We are being asked
for answers when we have yet to ask the ques-
tions. We need to carefully consider the nature
of the questions. In the words of Burton Blatt:

There are two kinds of questions, one that
seeks -an- answer and one that gives an an-
swer. And, further., there is athirakndof
question, a question that both seeks and
gives, a question that's both cynical and
hopeful, both not curing and eager for new
evidence and a- way to retreat from dead
center. (2, p. 176)
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Participant Discussion

MS. KAPLAN : Questions that I have been
, dealing with in our courts in Oregon relate to

a recent reinterpretation as to who does and
does not fit in the mental retardation category
There was a mass exiting from theinstitution
recently based on a ruling that they no longer
could be classified as mentally retarded, as
well as the least restrictive alternative argu-
ment. The attorneys and the courts are saying
that as an advocate for normalization, I must be
in favor of that. But, I am also the perSon who
does the follow-up for the people who are
going out in this process, and seeing
these people under the bridges and in the
jails.

. The.state institutions have not taken the
responsibility for preparing these people to
leave, You just can't institutionalize somebody
for 20 years and the next day tell them that
they are not retarded anymore and are ready to
leave. But how do you affect that process? The
courts are saying these people have to be out,
and the institutions are saying they can't keep
them because they will be liable for lawsuits.

MS. BROWN: Certainly a lot of dis*Putes have

occurred' because of things that we have
wanted. Laws and policies that address deinsti-
tutionalization result in a lot of debate about
who-ma kes-deeisions-andiof- course, what is
there in the community. The most blatant ex-
ample of such a movement in this country is
the one which trying to change statutes for
limited guardianship. None of them are going
to work unless community alternatives are
there, unless advocates are there, unless support
systems are there.

MS. KAPLAN. But I don't understand why
the laws can't reflect an insistence that before
anyone is affected by .a law, certain steps have
to be taken. For, example, the institution will be
responsible for giving special training, this
training will be evaluated, and when it is con-
sidered effective, that persbn moves out. Then
those that are prepared will go out, and those
that are not prepared to handle the community
will not.

MR. KRAUSE: It is not a...question of de,,
sirability, it's-feasibility. In many sfaTes-they---
have not reached a point where the service
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delivery systems or the array of comprehensive
community services exist. Certain states in
particular have,for.many.years been very-slow-
in the development of community services.

I may have misunderStood or misinterpreted
what you were saying about how we a re not
making progress., But, I think wo have been
making tremendous progress. As one who has
been in the field for over 25 years, knowing
the limited services we had at one point and
now traveling around the country and examin-
ing data and communicating with 'many people,
I believe that growth has Occurred in the last
decade, a decade in which legal rights have been
a principal push by the various frustrated and
concerned parties, including parents who have
said they will no longer accept the brutality and
abuse of the institution, and the warehousing..

Now, absent from this conference, unfor-
tunarely, are some of the superintendents who
have been faced,with some of these questions
of legality, and they would be the first to say
that they wanted this change to take place. But,
the point is that the growth has and will con-
tinue as a matter of supply and'demand in
terms of how much push there is for some of
these services.

M1?-.-DY BrEtthThecreturn-o-F-p-e-o-p-1-e to in-
stitutions who have been allowed\to leave is-
minimal in some states. With respect to, our
discussion yesterday, I believe we can afford to
provide maximum leeway to anxbody who
wants to come back and wants to go out again,
and then maybecome back a second time. We
are dealing with complicated human problems.
You don't tell a guy wh'o has a cardiac problem
that he can't be admitted back into the ho "pital
because he had his chance, you know. So by
should we make such stupid decisions wit
mentally retarded persons?

But the point I am making at the mome is

that in some states the return of people to he
institution is a tremendously important pr blem.
In our state; it's not at all. I was very inte -
ested that you reported this activity with the
prisonyand so on, and I wondered what kind of
people yo took in in the first place.

One of the difficulties is that we have some-
thing we call mental retardation institutions
which used to be catch -ails for a widely varied

)

population in some states.. We had sizeable
numbers of children with autism placethere,

-who-certainly constitute-quite-a-different group------
of people. So I think that we maybe can learn
from this if we have a little bit more exchange
of information. But, I just wanted to say that
you need to anticipate that we may get varying
answers when reports are based on the experi-
ences ,of different states. I think what we need
to consider is: what kind of accountability and
legal responsibility do we havefor the people
that have left the institution?

MR. NOBLE: Going back to the limitations
of the law to court decrees, I think the law has
certain 'expectations about the ability of the
other institutions todo their job. And looking at
the history of our implementation methods in
and around these class actions, that will be
where we are going to be struggling,, -.I -think
for the next 20, 25, maybe 2,000 years. If you
look at the history of our common law solutions
for these populations, we have typically insti-
tutionalized for purposes of assuring long-
term outcomes, assuring that certain very diffi-
cult types of problems in the community will
be looked after. The laws establish all sorts of
institutional solutions'for dealing with difficult

--populations ButTI--donit-thirtk-tfre-faw-uncler-
stands or can really control the hurly-burly of
community life.

As Gunnar pointed out, each state is dif-
ferent, but even within states, each commu-
nity is different and it's unpredictable as to -

what,any set of agencies or any set of profes-
sionals will do. It's just unpredictable. I think
that's the dilemma, because in the institution
you could stick it to an individual supervisor
because s/he was legally responsible for taking
care of this individual for the rest of his/her
natural life. Now we are trying to put people
into the least restrictive alternatives with the
expectation that somehow these least restric-
tive alternatives will take care of the person.

I'm not as optimistic as Fred is about how
far we have come. I think we have come a
.great way in terms of ratification, but I don't
think we have come out on the community
level beyond where we ever were. What we
deliver with assurance is a work-up and a re-
ferral, a little bit of information, some of which
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is accurate. But I think the name of the game
is ping-ponging. When I Wasea Case worker, the

--frades-you-had-toW"brk-out betVVebn agencies'
used to drive rne-crazy"I'll take care of your
client if you will take care of mine." I think that
continues, and I don't think courts understand
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(nor do .I think themasters or the receivers fully
understand) the limitp,of the community, net
Work OfSerViCei:SO-thei-e'VVestandMith-the-----
decisions requiring least restrictive care alterna-

. tives, but no real legal instruments to enforce
assured outcomes.

MR. SOENNEKER: I wanted to take a dif-
ferent tack if I might And pull this thing back to
the core of Cori's presentalion. I thought she
make an incredible statement nearthe end of
,her talk regarding the need to analyze the ethi-
cal or moral, content of beliefs. Now I feel that
with normalizatibn, as our technicians are im -.
plementing it today, there are two completely
separate and dittinct beliefs that are operating,
and they go back to a point I was trying to
make-yesterday in terms of thedifference
between respect and beneficence. For one
groupof people, the severely and profoundly"'
retarded, we attempt to implement beneficence.
We attempt to do good, but we do an incred-
ibly bad job of it. We spend a lot of our time
doing that for them, and all you have to do is
look at the history of abuse in our institutions
to know exactly what I am talking,about.

On the Other hand, for the mildly retarded,
we are implementing another set of beliefs .

that talk about respect and least restrictive al-
ternatives, etc. Mildly, retarded persons are
getting completely screwed in the service
system because their needs are not being met.
In other words, the normalization ideology
contains, in my view, two inherently contra-
dictory sets of beliefs for two inherently contra-
dictory groups of people. That Point in your
talk struck me and I would like to begin to
examine normalization and what we are doing
at that level.

MS. BROWN: I would really like to respond
to that, because I picked up on your statement
yesterday obviously in anticipation of .t&lay.
We talked about labeling in lots ofcontexts,
but I'd like to bring it back to a value base. I
struggled with talking About protective services
and how to do that, because I know that when

we talk about.the legal system that's one of
the first things that people think of.

The analogy that you are giving is the
analogy I was trying to work through for
myself. What is it that we are doing as a society
in terms of how we perceive individuals who
are handicapped? We have.got to itake care of
people who cannot take care'of themselves.
But how do we balance the_doctrines of the
general welfare and protectiveness when we

'talk about individpals-? I think Roos has
very well 'pointed out, in an article in the Stan-
ford LaW Review, the need for profeSsionals
to start talking aboutcapabilities andto look at
people as people. We haven't done a good job
of protecting people in terms of their

MR. NOBLE: Unlike the other professions,
the lawyer is a peer advocate. First and last
comes the ,interests of the client. They don't go
crying.about the system they find themselves
in with their client. Their job is to manipulate
the system that exists, the categories, the labels
if you will, to assure their client's entitlements
and rights. That is the good they give, to listen
to the client from wherever s/he is.

Now, I don't know whatever happened to
case workers in the process of becoming case
workers, but the case workers of today don't
.seem to be the advocates that-I yemember.
They seem to be much more bureaucrats, imple-
menting the interpretation of the'regulations
that are imposed by their bosses .

MR.!PYBWAD: Case,managers.

MR. NOBLE: Case managers, whatever. The
thing is that the rehabilitation system is a very
adaptive system. It never gave me any prob-
lems when I was trying to get college educa-

.
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tion for some of my clients. So I hadto bring in
PsYchiatrist to.,classify them as behavioral.

disorders'. But.,thq got into the rehabilitation
system, and I got the funds to support college
education. BOt at least an outcome was assured
that was consistent with their real capabilities
and desires.

Now, I just think ihat.normal is competitive.
Normal is hustling. We all have to do it. Our
clients.are going to have to do it. The thing
that we can offer to our clients, I think, is that ..
we can hustle for them, and we can teach them
to hustle for themselves in a system that's ever
'changing. So CETA's got a lot of bucks. Okay.
rehabilitation didn't do that well this year.
\All, what you do is hustle the CETA bucks for
your clients and so forth. This is not going to
be a perfects,ystern,-but I think that in the
hustling process, the competition, you come out
with a rough measure of equity, perh'aps.
Maybe even cost effectiveness, depending upon.
how good the players ere in the system.

MS. KITT.: I think somehow we have to get
into the mood of individualization more, con-
sidering people as individuals. I think we.are
still hung up in thinkjng of all retarded_people____
as a group and what's good for one is good

vvfor the hON group. I think this applies to
normalization as well. I don't think we can
assume that either all retarded folks need
guardianship or all 'Of them don't need it.
Well, my child may need it. Another may not.

I think one of the greatest things that's hap-
pened in our whole system is the development
and in-iplementation of the individual educa-
tion plan and program plan. I think we have
seen a real change in the structure and the
behavior of services as a resullof that, and we;
need to apply it to the very basic idea of nor-
malization in, determining how the law should
apply to these, people.

MS. KAPLAN: I'd like to reflect on all this
conversation from what I guess might sound
like a consumer, because I think it's, important
to focys back on what we are talking about.
I hear h6w the laws areal! interpreted nega-
tively, in terms of their itnp4ct on handicapped
petple. I hear how we have to label somebody
a "i ehavior disorder" in order to get services
for them. I hear talk about mentally retarded

Ar,"
.

offenders. .We are saying that we have con-.
sumers living .in group home,s,thaty,.have.,:,,......._
had little choice,in getting into, doing programs ,.

in which they have had no input, getting
labeled in order to get services, doing a day '

plan that they have to be in because they have

t,
to be out of the hoMe five hours a day, learn-
ing work that can't be translated into regular
employmerlit, and if they make too much
money, winding up getting the services They
nerd cut off. What are we all talking'abbut?

We are looking at normalization for the 80's
now and what we are going to do about it:
How can we change some of this total negative
impact on the consumer? I hear no positive , ,

, expectations. These people.cannot survive. We 44

have got to start working at changing how we
are talking. It's not okay that we call people
"behavior disorders" to get a service. It is not
okay that rehabilitation will rot chaiige the
kinds of traininglhey are giving. It's not okay
that these people are winding .up in court. The
consumer doesn't know how to say, "I don't
know-how I got here. I clon2 wantto live
where I am living,' don't want to do useless
work..Nobody is translating anything to me."

I think we have some responsibilities here,
and I w,ant to make it known that I insist that
some p ople start to take this responsibil-
ity. You havegot to see how what you are ,....

talking, bout is actually affecting the consu-
mers. I don't want-to come across totally nega-
tive because I really do agree that the laws
have had a positive effect in a lot of. ways. I
have seen tremendous growth in the whole
concept of normalization,but what we were
trying to make clear yesterday vas that we
have not gone far enough. We have got to stop
saying how gre,at we are at this point, and we
have got to go to a point beyond and change-
some thirigs and go forward. I think we have
got A. *

" MR. DYBIVAD: I absolutely am serious that
the major change agents of the futureare going
to be the con mers them Ives. I was amused
here today tha said we need to educate
the lawyers. I think the lawyers have a lot to
teach the psycholOgists who have failed the
consumers, as well as a.lot of the social work-
ers. I don't want to.go on an anti-professional
binge. I make my !livelihood by training pro-
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fessionals, hut don't forget, it was the Child
Welfare League of America, the National
League of Social Workers, the Family Service
Association, all of which were years behind the
American Dental Association in recognizing
there is even such a problem as mental retarda-
tion. The professionals by and large have failed
us. If you look at what is printed in text books
today, if you look at what young people still
learn, whether they are in pediatrics,, psychol-
ogy, or social work, the kind of stuff they are
being fed is so negative.

I really feel that the corlifrontation which is
going to come by the consumers is-something I
have hope for because it will confront the -pro -
fessional communitywitlia-ne6d-for change.

° I am an optimist. I think for the Alabarna Ten,
it's the 13st.hurrah, because they are bankrupt
in the negative attitudes they show by saying
there are human beings you can't train, who
you can't do anything with, throw thpm in the
wastebasket and so forth: I'm an optithist, but
I think the change is not going to come out of .,

the-professional associations who have failed us
miserably.

MS. KAPLAN: I had to justify and be very
angry with someone in-this room who asked
last nigh t-why the helpers for the consumer
movement are here. I wish I knew. I think I'm
starting to figure it out_ If I were here repre-
senting an agency, I would probably feel very
confused and be unable to respond openly and
honestly. The fact is that I am.not tied to any-
body in my roletoday and I feel close enough
to the consumers to believe that I am not
going to screw them when I open my mouth,
though I have been told that I have done that.
I don't know if anybody ca. n get out of their
roles enough to see, to just be kind of pure
about what we are looking at. I think that we
need to do that, because if I had to somehow,
represent some agency that I came from, I don't
know that I could make any statements. Maybe
that's a conscious or unconscious kind of
struggle that everyone\in this room, is going
thrOugh. I feel very glad I'm not tied by any
money or agency boundaries or anything ex-
cept impact right now. I think that's a hard
thing to do, but I think we are going to need
to do that if we arc going to look at the issues.
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MS. SCHAAF: I want to bring up something
about normalization and the law and judges
and courts. I have had a similar experience my-
self when I have gone through courts. What I
found through my experience was that the
court-appointed lawyer or the judge that is
hearing your case don't really let you in on it.
They will just came up with some ideas or
something that has to be dealt with, and then
.,they will bring it to you later and say we
recommend this or we would like you to do
that. But, what I felt during my time in that
court was lost and sort of confused, because
they didn't really bring me in on the whole

--planning-or on the whole deal in the court.
Other times I was asked, if I knew what

court is, and if I knew what they do in these
proceedings, and I said, "Yes, I do now." But
when you actually go through it, they block
half of that gut. They dOn't really let the con-
sumer know what is really happening. This
judge, and it wasn't his fault, was soft spoken
and I Could hardly hear him or even under-
stand what he was saying. You have to learn
to look at all ot theseaspects.

Youalso get-a-lot-of-individuals that are court
committed and they don't even go to court
sometimes to find out why they are court
committed. We get a lot of individuals that
have done some wrong in the community, and
they'gre told, "We don't feel that you can sur-
vive in court or understand what is going on,
so we will put you in the institution to fulfill
your punishment." But, I wish that they would
be able to make the consumer feel normal like
other human beings.

MS. BROWN: I think Valarie has very elo-
quently talked about the bottom line in terms
of the problems in the legal system. The attor-
neys' responsibility is not to look at what some-

"one else thinks is in the best interest for some-
body. Their responsibility under their canon of .
ethics is to talk to their client and find out what
it is he or she wants, to learn how to commu-
nicate with that client; so tha:. they can com-
municate what it is that is happening, what
possibly' could, happen, and represent those

,Things that the.cliInt wants, whether they agree
with it or not. This often does not happen for a
lot of reasons.
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MS.SCHAAF: There is just no communica-
tion, it doesn't seem.

MS. BROWN: Some of the results of some of
the court tases have been a requirement that
the individual has to be there, that they cannot
hold a proceeding without the individual, and
that this has to be a court proceeding. There
has to be an attorney who is there to talk abo-it
things that Valarie is talking about. A judge
said to me, "That doesn't-happen in my courts.
Granted our statutes aren't toogreat, but that
would never happen here." Yet, I could cite to
him five times that it happened there. I mean,

it's a real problem. I think it's something that
we are starting to make a little progress with.,
But, I think your points are so well taken and
something that we really have to consider and
look at.

Those attorneys who could do what I suggest
have a lot to teach us about "best interest,"
whether we are advocates or social workers or

.
psychologists, whatever "helping profession"
we are in. We are not there as best interests,
but we are there to try and understand what it
is that the person wants, and to try and fight to
find a way to make that happen for the person.
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"The sometimes perverse interactions among programs stand as a warning to well-
intentioned persons to resist the temptation of rushing ahead with simple policy change
prescriptions.The-more-sophisticated-policyrnakers and lobbyists know full well that
yesterday's reforms are very often at the root of today's problems."

The provision of normalizing services to men-
tally retarded persons frequently involves ini-

-tiating or expanding comniunity programs that
are tax funded. In these times of taxpayer.dis-
content, considerable legislative resistance to
funding' these programs is likely to be encoun-
tered, particularly if the costs are uncertain.--

-The goals of services)to Mentally retarded per-
sons, and the philosophies of unormarization,"
"deinstitutionalization," and "least restrictive

". cares' must be grounded in how services affect
both the well-being of the persons being served
and the costs involved. For example, if a men-
tally retarded person is moved into a different
living situation, the reason should not be because
the place is smaller, or less restrictive, or more
normalizing, but because it incTases satisfaction
with life. If increased costs a4 involved, then it

caucmismemeseemenewisat

,

must be stiown (or at least beliteved) that the re-
sulting increase'in personal well-being exceeds
the increased cdst of achieving it.

Assessing the effects of services on well-being
can become very complicated. Often the.goals
of services will conflict with-one another. Moving
the person to a less restrictive location will usu-
ally increase hazards to personal safety and in-
crease the likelihoOd of undesirable events, suclx
as assault or out-of-wedlock pregnancy. In a.ddi-
tion, the person's possible desire to avoid v.ork
must be weighed against the social responSibil:
ity that a reasonably _able person has to work
and contriGute to self-support. Finally, although
difficult to avoid, it is very important that we
not impose our valUes of normalcy on mentally
retarded persons any more than we would per-
mit others,to impose their values on us.
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Community-Based Care,

The trend in services to mentally "retarded per-
sons for over 20 years has been toward less re-
liance on institutional care and increased reliance
on community -based care. This trend has been
motivated by intense dissatisfaction with iristi-
tutional care. Unfortunately, it has not been ac-
companied by a clear understanding of the goals
of community-based care or how to achieve or
measure these goals.

A more simplistic goal has often been selected,
that of depopulating large public institutions.
Sometimes mentAity-retarded persons have been
placed in nursing homes that are as restrictive as
the institutions they left, or more so. Sometimes
they have been placed in community residences
with little or no provision for transportation, re-
habilitation_anci other necessary services.

These deficiencies resulted, in part, from a fail7
ure to understand what the movement to com-
munity-based care required. It did not require
th'e abandonment of all institutional care;' rather
it required the creation of many alternative treat-
men t_rnoda I ities.-Yet,-increa s i nglcompetition:for

---the nation's sfock of housing may cause a critical
shortage of normaliliO community residences
for mentally retarded persons. Datel, Murphy,
and Pollack (3) clearly documented how large a
role housing plays in the successful deinstitution-
alization of mentally retarded and mentally ill
persons and juvenile offenders.

These investigators found that nursing homes
were presocribed relatively infrequently as an ap-
propriate placement for mentally retarded and
mentally ill people. More frequently prescribed
were placements in foster homes, halfway
houses, group homes, boarding homes and resi-
dential hotels, or with relatives or guardians. All
of these alternatives usually cost less than nurs-
ing home care. These first-choice housing and
care modalities, however, were often unaNiail-
able and led to many compromises in the choice
of housing for deinstitutionalized persons.

Although community-based care is usually de-
fined by the type of living arrangement (e.g.,
group home, halfway house, supervised apart -
'meat), it must be emphasized that each should
provide appropriate vocational, social, Medical
and transportation services. Unfortunately, we
have not as yet developed a system that ensures

provision of needed services in a comprehensive
or coordinated manner in community'residences.
Responsibility for all services in institOtions is

vested in one authority, and funding is mainly
derived from one source so that the provision of
needed resources can be easily arranged if funds
are sufficient. Once a person leaves the institu-
tion, however, funding often must be pieced to-
gether from a wide variety of sources, e.g., in--
come maintenance from Social Security Disabil-
ity Insurance (SSDI) or Supplemental Security In-
come (SSI), medical care from Medicaid orMedi-
care, social services from the Social Security Act
Title XX pslogram, and employment services from
state departments of 'vocational rehabilitation-or
state employment services. Generally, no single
agency_has the responsibility or authority to en-
sure hat all needed services are given. Moreover,
many operators of community facilities are un-
aware of all of the-available programs or of_how
to go about 'obtaining needed auxiliary services.

The Intermediate Care Facilities for the Men-
tally_Reta rded_program (ICFs/MR) under Medi-
caid avoids many of the difficulties of providing
comprehensive and coordinated services, as it
can provide most needed services through a sin-
gle open-ended-funding source. Not all mentally
retarded persons, however, are eligible for ser- .
vices in ICO/MR. Major deterrents to develop-
ment of ICFs/MR arethe requirement that the
states share about half of the costs of ICFs/
with the federal government, and the uncl
limits as to the types of services that can be pur-
chased with ICFs/MR funds. In contrast, if basic
room and boasts are paid for out of SSDI or
SSI benefitere are no matching requirements
or restrictions 'attached to these funds.

DeSpite the convenience of the ICFs/MR ap-
proach,,it does present dangers. Placing all au-
thority for'decisions about individual services into
the hands of a single authority, piying for all
services through a single funding source, and
adopting dmedical model that implicitly assumes
something is wrong with the individual, may lead
to creation of a de facto institutional environment
in a community-based facility. In fact, thePrern-
ises underlying the. concept of normalization
would seem to be inconsistent with the use of
ICFs/MR facilities for many. mentally retarded
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persons, in that it is more normal to obtain needed
services from generic agencies than to be placed
in a 24-hour care facility funded by -a single
source.

Despite the length of time in which commu-
nity-based care has been developing .p.ncl the
strong convictions of its advocates regarding its
merits, little is known about the benefits and
costs of its different modalitiesJor mentally re-
tarded persons. Research and evaluation are in
process, but it will be no easy task to interpret
the data that arebeingcollected. If one follows
the following guiding principles, however, it
may be possible to avoid foolish mistakes.

e All costs incurred in a particular residen-
tial modality must be identified, regard-
less of whether they are incurred in one
or several budgets-A common mistake
made in comparing costs of various f6,-

*.cilities is to compare the cost of a facil-
ity providing a full range of service's with
one providing only limited services.

et The cost of a particular residential mo-
dality mustbe compelled to_the costs_of
its meaningful alternatives. Everrif the
cost of a community residence is high,
it may still be less than the cost of insti-
tutional care which can run to .$60,000

-or more per year

O One should never look at costs without
simultaneously exam ining the benefits
of each residentiai, alternative. Even if
community care is more expensive than
institutional care for some persons, it
may still be justified from an economic
standpoint if the increase in cost is'roore
than offset by the increase in benefits,
e.g., if the deinstitutionalized person is
able to engage in remunerative work, or
can enjoy greater life satisfaction.

e When comparing costs and benefits
among different facilities, we must be
'careful to compare costs and benefits for
the same types of residents. We Cannot
compare the low cost of a community
facility serving persons that require min-
imal supervision. with the high cost of
more restrictive facilities serving per::
sons that require extensive developmen-
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tal or medical services. Nor should the
low-cost of an institution providing pri-
marily custodial care.be compared with
the high cost of Community facilities of-
fering extensive services.`'

O Definitive conclusions about the value
of normalization or deinstitutionalization
can be made only if those,persons being
placed in the community are placed in
residential facilities that appropriately
meet their needs. One can always make
community-based care look bad by com-
paring the costs and benefits of caring
for persons placed in institutions' with
the costs and benefits of placing them in
inappropriate community living situa-
tions, e.g., nursinghorrieS.or inadequate
board and care faqltities.

1
e If data on benefits and costs are incom-

plete or subject to a wide'margin of
`'error, any findings must be appropriate-

ly qualified.

Publit policy is et the crossroads with respect
to-the_ peovision -of-norma lizing_ care:in- least_ re-_
strictive environments for the mentally retarded
and developmentally disabled populations, as
well as the physically handicapped, mentally ill,
and elderly populations.

.

Several circumstances
are converging to create ferment and increasing
pressure on policymakers to 'take. positions for
or against further development of community-
based care facilities.

First, there is rapidly developing support for
removing persons from restrictive environments
in institutions and nursing homesra'well as legis-,
lative mandates requiring it. Many people be-
lieve that community-based tare is less costly as:
well as more normalizing than institutional care.
The increasing tax burden for all social prbgrams,
however, has created political barriers to its fur-
ther expansion, largely because of the substantial
capital and transitional costs involved in develop-
ing community-based care.

Second; the perceptions abouf what consti?
tutes appropriate care and treatment are unequal-
ly shared-by the three branches of government
(legislative, executive, and judicial) causing con-
flict among them on anumber of issues. Similar,
ly, professionals, caretakers, unions, family mem-
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bers and the laity also have riot assimilated the
rapid changes in- perceptions 'that have occurred
concerning appropriate care and treatment for
severely disabled person).

Finally, the multiplicity of programs, some-
times overlapping and duplicative, makes it diffi-
cult for service providers or the families of the
developmentally disabled to bring sufficient re-
sources together to meet the needs of specific.
individuals. The Guide to Federal Resources for
,the Developmentally Disabled (5). lists 104 sup-
port programs ranging from income to service to
support for planning and coordination activities.
This bewildering array of programs is authorized
through various provisions of the Social Security
Act, Public Health Service Act, Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, National Housing Act,
Comprehens.ive Employment and Training Act,

Developmental Disabilities and Bill of Rights Act,
and Rehabilitation Act. Each of these legislative
authorities falls under the jurisdiction of different
and often competing committees of the House-
and Senate in the U.S. Congress, and each is de-
pendent on a multi-layered federal and state bu-
reaucratic structure. Further complication is

added by the (wide variability of interpretation
and usage of these programs by state and local
authorities. The sometimes perverse interactions
among the programs stand as a warning to well-
intentioned persons to resist the temptation of
rushing ahead- with simple policy change pre-
scriptions. The more sophisticated policymakers
and lobbyists know full well that yesterday's re-
forms are very often at the root of today's prob-
lems.

Employment

A. major goal for mentally retarded persons
living in the community is meaningful employ-,

ment. It is clearly "normalizing.',' Work increases
the 'material goods that mentally retarded per-
sons can have. Moreover, it is socially' desirable
to Make productive use of all of our labor force
resources.

The vocational success of noninstitutionalized
mentally retarded persons is far greater than
generally believed. It has been estimated that
87% of noninstitutionalized men identified as
mildly retarded while in,school are gainfully ern-
played as adults, four percentage points below
the norm for all men. In addition, it has been esti-
mated that 33% of noninstitutionalized retarded
women identified as mildly retarded while in
school are gainfully employed as adults, 12 per-
centage points below the norm for all women
(2). The employment record for mildly retarded
women should not be, interpreted as reflecting a
lower work capacity than that of mildly retarded

men. Some of these mildly retarded nonem-
ployed women decide to become full-time home-
makers rather than accept the menial jobs that
otherwise have been available to them.

These conclusions are based on the results of
27 follow-up studies, most of which reported
substantial lack of employment among mentally
retarded persons. This,.however, was an artifact
of how the data were collected and analyzed.
Most of the studies were conducted within one
or two years after the mentally retarded persons
left school, when most were teenagers. Their
earnings and employment were low, but-so were
the employment and earnings of all teenagers.
When the data were properly analyzed accord-
ing to different age and sex groupings, the earn-
ings and employment records of mentally, retard-
ed persons were found to rise rapidly as they
reached their early twenties.

These findings refute the generally accepted
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belief that limited intellect decreases employ-
ability: The range of jobs in industry is vast; and
there. are many Fobs within the capabilities of
mentally retarded persons. The Main problem is
to ensure that they are provided with the oppor-
tunity to work:

Meaningful work, however, means work that
is stableand pays a living wage. It does not in-
clude jobs in workshops or activity centers pay-
ing minimal wages. Sheltered workshops or ac-
tivity centers should not be relied onto provide
suitable work. They incorporate too many traits
that promote inefficient operation. That is, they
are often toosmal I, are not business oriented, and
do not have sufficient skilled labor to combine
with unskilled labor.

Too often the low earnings of sheltered work-
shop and activity center clients .are ascribed to
their inability to work, whereas the inherent in-
efficiency of the workshop or activity center is

what often causes the poor productivity. Robert
Haveman's study (4) of sheltered work in the
Nether ands drew sharp reactions when it
shovi, d that providing sheltered work oppor-
luni Jes to an increasing segment of the working
age population was costing on,the order of 7,500
to 10,000 Dutch guilders (U.S. $3,000-$4,000)
per participant year. The validity of sheltered
work as a vehicle into competitive employment
can be questioned Both in terms of costs to the
taxpayer and benefitsLio the mentally retarded
individual (6).

Meaningful work can usuallybe found in reg-
ular employment channels, although some de-

gree of special accommodation in terms of super-
vision or work arrangements will sometimes be
needed fo.r mentally retarded persons. Yet, pessi-

mistic attitudes are often displayed toward the
work potential of mentally retarded persons by
many professionals. If this pessimism relaies to
the inability of many mentally retarded persons
to engage in meaningful work, it is unfounded.
If it relates to the generally poor programs that.
this country has developed to place severely
handicapped persons in meaningful jobs, and
negative attitudes of private and public employ-
ers, however. the 'pessimism is unfortunately
wel l-fou nded.

The question is often raised about whether it
is desirable to employ mentally retarded persons
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if there are non-mentally retarded persons als'o,

seeking work. If there are both mentally retarded

and non-mentally retarded persons seeking
work, the logical solution is to create jobs for both
group's. The numbet; of jobs in our economy, ,is
not immutably fixed; they can be increased
through appropriate fiscal and monetary action.
The Full Employment Act of 1946 laid the respon-
sibility for maintaining 'full employment on. the
federal government. If the federal government
through ineptitude or deliberate choice fails to
expand the number of jobs, the disadvantaged
segment of our population should not be made
the scapegoat of such actions.

It has been asserted that we may some clay

become so affluent as to render the productivity
of mentally retarded persons redundant. This is
idle speculation, as there are many reasons to
doubt this optimistic forecast. Also, we must act
on the present and not the future. There can -be
little question that any increased output should
be welcome in a society.that restrains social pro-
grams because of ;ciadequate resources, pays
minimal social security and supplemental secur-
ity income benefits and complains bitterly about
the level of taxes.

Although some mentally retarded persons
would prefer not to work, as do some persons
who, are not handicapped, mentally retarded
persons have the same responsibility as anyone
else to work and contribute to their own main-
tenance. If work provides very meager earnings,
however (in some activity centers earnings
scarcely cover the costs, of going to and from
work),-then it is not at all clear that work should
be compulsory. Work that has only symbolic
meaning for some while affording others a hand-
some living is really a form of exploitation.

The key to good jobs is the development of
job opportunities in private industry and govern-

.

ment. Although hundreds of_millions of dollars
are spent on vocational training through voce-
tinal rehabilitation and employment service pro-
grams, we have not as yet developed good job
placement programs for severely handicapped
persons. Nor have we won general acceptance of
the fact that jobs can be developed in regular

,employmeht channels for severely mentally re-
tarded persons. The prevailing defeatist attitude
is that they cannot do the work.
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Government Action

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
has requested the Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) to develop
strategies to -reduce costs and to improve the
management of services in federal programs that
benefit mentally retarded persons. OMB has ex-
pressed particular concern over: (a) the size and
rate of growth of Medicaid expenditures; (b) the
high cost of care for residents of ICFs/MR, par-
ticularly in large institutions; and (c) the financial
bias in federal programs toward placing mentally
retarded persons in unnecessarily large and re-
strictive facilities. The following are some of the
questions to which OMB seeks specific answers:

O What are the costs of providing care for
mentally retarded persons in different
types of facilities?

How many mentally retarded persons
are there who should be placed in the
different types of facilities?

0 How many mentally 'retarded persons
are not receiving appropriate care in the
different types of facilities? .

O To what ,extent will providing high-
erquality. care and support services in
less restrictive settings at public expense
induce increased. demand for care and
services?

O How can the costs of care in large ICFs/
MR be controlled?

The. OMB also wants to examine existing high
quality state programs, particularly the success
of New York and Minnesotairi moving mentally
retarded persons into small community-based
residences and into competitive employment.

The OMB is-considering several financing al-.
ternatives including: (a) permitting or even man-
dating Medicaid coverage of case management,
day care or habilitation services for Medicaid
eligible persons,not residing in ICFs/MR; (b) pro-
viding federal financial assistance for services to
mentally retarded persons through some pro-
gram other than Medicaid; and (c) developing a
whole new approach to funding community=
based service's to mentally retarcled.persons, such

as through a capitation system which would pay
a predetermined amount for each person receiv-
ing care. While the attention of OMB is welcome,
we must be circumspect if we are to avoid build-
ing still another set of "pigeon holes" into which
people and dollars are .poured in the name of
normalization or any other shibboleth.

The federal government is involved in other
related research and evaluation activities. The
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation of the Department of Health and Hu-
man Services (HHS) is conducting studies to eval-
uate the results of deinstitutionalization into an
alternative living arrangement. One study will
document the outcomes and costs of deinstitu
tionalization at Pennhurst State School and Hos-
pital. Another study will examine the adequacy
of care and services given to mentally ill, men-
tally retarded and aged persons in board and
care homes in 10 states.

In cooperation with the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development (HUD), a major eval-
uation is being undertaken by HHS of subsidized
housing for chronic mentally ill persons. In this
demonstration project, Medicaid funds (under a
grant of waivers) will pay for both supportive
services and access to all needed services in the
surrounding community. Emphasis will be placed
on "normalized" or "off-site" consumption of
services. The evaluation of this approach will es-
timate the tangible and intangible benefitir in
ord% to compare them with the costs of provid-
ing combined housing and services.

As part of a broad study of training and em-
ployment services for handicapped persons, both
the service and housing needs of the handi-
capped population are being examined. The
study' will describe the character and types of
services likely to be needed by major categories
of disabled persons, the resources needed to sup-
port them and the funding potential under
existing programs. RecommendationS for pro-
gram be made where indicated in
order to pro de more appropriate sources of
funding where current sources create disincen-
tives to the development of least restrictive care
and/oi independent living arrangements. Final-
ly, a project is.being funded to ascertain the feasi-
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bil ity of conducting a large-scale study of private
employers with the ultimate purpose ,of finding
ways to open more job opportunities for handi-
capped persons. When all of these research and
eyaluation studies are completed, the federal
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government will be better able to make policy
choices to improve the community living and,em-
ployment optionS for mentally retarded persons
in the United States.

Summary
or hedging promises to comply with court orders
by pleading the unavailability of funds. These

same officials also rationalize delays in proMised.
implementation of court orders on the basis of
their unwillingness to see developmentally dis-
abled persons "dumped" into inadequate or non-
existent community programs.

Against such rationalizations, protagonists can
be expected to fret over the failure of govern-
ment officials and the public to comprehend that
economic rationality dictates that investments
proceed at the margin and continue-as long as
benefits exceed costs. They will argue that when
constitutional rights are involved, these rights
are; by definition, the greatest possible good and
therefore deserving of the fullest investment. By
this logic, "normalization" could be accorded the

status of. a constitutionally protected right, de-
serving of the highest priority in public funding

_

More than information or even "hard facts" is
needed, however. There is a great need for the
political will to act. Hopefully this can be achieved
through the concerted action of profeSsionals and
other constituencies who share the desire to see
the normalization of mentally retarded persons.

There are a number of reasons why we are
concerned about how normalization will develop
in the 1980's. Elizabeth Boggs reminds us that
public policy is made by many kinds of' people
and its raw materials are values, soft and hard
facts and 3olitical and other contingencies
(1). Unfortunately, few "hard facts" about nor-
malization and its practice are available. Hence,
"soft facts" (e.g., hunches, -over-simplifications,
extrapolations from inadequate data) and politi-
cal contingencies, are likely to prevail in influenc-
ing policymakers to vote yea or nay in matters
relating to normalization, deinstitutionalization,
and least restrictive care.

PubliC and private resources available to sup-
port and help developmentally disabled persons
are limited, and entail opportunity costs which
prevent attainment of other beneficial social
goals. These opportunity costs and the usual
competition over the use of scarce resources
evoke argument's against investing in normaliz-
ing programs. Antagonists will undoubtedly
question the cost-effectiveness and cost-efficiency
of making facilitative changes in law or regula
tions. We have already witnessed state officials
defending themselves against class action suits
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Participant Discussion

MS. KAPLAN: I predict that at some time in
the future consumers are going to verbalize
their discomfort with our attempts to give them
economic choices. I think that sometime in the
future consumers will organize and unionize.
I also think that it will happen in conjunction
with some legal action, because people will say
they are not getting paid anything. I think that
we are then going to look fOolish because we
will have to say that we wanted to give people
a normal task, but we could only pay 12 cents
an hour.

I'd like to know, first of all, if unionization
and legal implications started hitting the shel-
tered workshops, would we lose them because
they wouldn't be able to pay normal wages?
Second, does it matter if we lose them? Third,
if the writing *really ison the wall, what are we
going to do about it, if anything?

MR. CONLEY: When you, talk about sheltered
workshops being the next target for legal action,
understand that's in the context that there is a
feeling among some people that you shouldn't
be increasing the number of people you place in
sheltered workshops making 12 cents an hour.
Rather,"we should be trying to open up jobs in
regular employment channels where the produc-
tive potential is so much greater and the work is
meaningful. Work at 12 cents an hour or 25 cents
an h6ur or 50 cents an hour is not meaningful.
It's only in this sense there is some question about
sheltered workshops.

MS. KAPLAN: I can't speak for all the states,
but in Oregon we are fighting.for more shel-
tered workshop slots. We spend all our time
fighting for them. People think we need some-
thing for these people to do.

MR. MARCHAND: Can I interject one thing?
Let us be clear about our terminology. No one
who is employed in a sheltered workshop is
earning 4.2 cents an hour, because by defini-
tion, sheltered workshops must pay their em-__
ployees at least half of the minimum wage,
which is now $1.55 an hour. So when you talk
about 12 cents an hour, you must be talking
about work activity centers. There is a differ-
ence, a big difference.

MS. SCHAAF : But not all of the people that
are in sheltered workshops are able to make
that amount. A lot of people that I know don't

/even get half of the minimum wage. -
MR. MARCHAND! Well, they are not in

sheltered workshops.

MS. SCHAAF: They are in'sheltett'd
workshops.

MR. MARCHAND: They may call them
'sheltered workshops, but the license the labor
department gives them is not for a sheltered
workshop. It is a work activity center, and there
is a difference.

MR. CONLEY: A few years back a ,law was
passed that required sheltered workshops to
pay one-half the minimum wage. Those that
couldn't pay this wage were to be designated
as work activity centers. So half of these facili-
ties that were once called sheltered workshops
promptly called themselves work activity cen-
ters. This has led to the ridiculous situation
where one side of a shop is an activity center,
and the other side a sheltered workshop. You
still have people in facilities that are work
oriented that are making miserable wages. Are
they making miserable wages because they can't
produce (which I don't believe), or because the
workshop is small and oriented towards single-
types of disabilities and incapable of providing
the type and amount of work that enables
clients to make a meaningful wage?

MR. MA RCHAND: That's why the crisis is
coming.

MR. KRAUSE: Unionization is a two-edged
sword. On the one hand, blind and deaf peo-
ple and others have been bringing legal action.
The Wall Street Journal and others have indi-
cated the problems and indicated whatthe
blind particularly feel-about the problems of
working in workshops. But, 56% of those em-
ployed in.workshops today are mentally retarded
people.

Regarding the union question, we have been
doing a quick study around the country on
unions', particularly as they deal with the insti-

.



tutions. In certain parts of the country, particu-
larly where unions have had long-standing'
involvement like the New England states, they
are today influencing the policy and the opera-
tion of the institution more than they hawk in
the past, because the management of these
facilities has been subjected to heavy demands
of union personnel. They cannot fire people.
They cannot manage their operations without the
consent of the unions. I am gravely concerned
for the future about how much union influence
will dictate policy and maintenance of some of
our public residential facilities.

M R. CONLEY: Let me emphasize one thing,.
Fred. I'm not arguing that there are not some
good workshops, but I would argue-there are a
great many that are poor. One thing you Could_
argue for is to get rid of the poor ones and
replace them with those that are more business
oriented.

The second thing is that there is a big dif-
ference between a workshop that's training a
person for eventual job placement and one
that's keeping a person there indefinitely and
making no efforts to place him/her. Anyone
can earn one-half the minimum wage in private
industry,'unless they have a serious behaVior
problem:__

As far as the issue of unionization, remember
there are limits to what unions can do. They
can't take what's not there. If the productivity
is not there, they can't force wages to the point
where people won't be hired, and usually
unions are not totally irrational. One t
unions might do and wriat they ty ally do
elsewhere is to have a -Voice in t working
conditions,- which would be ex emely valuable,
I think.

MS. KAPLAN: My concern is that I think
that institutions are having a difficult time 1
justifying themselves to the legal inspectors at
this point, and it's my guess that this will also
bed case with the vocational services that we
offer. If the 'people working there start saying
they want a union, then the legal people will
become reactive to that, and I can see where
we might wind up in the same boat as we did
with deinstittitionalization. The legal people
will represent the consumers and will point

9
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out that consumers work hard, have no choice
in the kind of work they do, are being taught
work that can't be translated into employment,
that they are not being placed into competitive
employment, that the conditions are dangerous,
thaAconsumers are..not adequately paid, and on
and on. Will we be able to justify the
Workshops?

MR. NOBLE: Why should you want to?

MS. KAPLAN: I'm asking this question.

MR. CONLEY: Incidentally, if a workshop
really is that bad, it really shouldn't be justified:

MS. KAPLAN: The law ers, though, will be
saying that a mentally retar ed person cannot
be given workshop as empl yment unless x,
y,-and z happens, which ma, just rule out
workshops, and then where will we be? We
are akeady in a fix with residential services and
the law. We are going to--be-in-a fix with voca;
tional services and the law, and tries...the
economics for the person I am talking about.

MR. CONLEY: Somehow I just can't see it
getting to that point, but maybe I am missing
something.

MS. -KAPLAN: I didn't think we would see
the residential services getting to the point
they did, either.

MR. FOSS: Recently I saw some figures on
what the placement rate is out of workshcips.
If the peoplefin there are training for competi-
tive employment, there aren't many of them
finding it. It seems to me that if all these
things are wrong, it could be a place for con-
sumers to be pushing for some action.

MR. KRAUSE : You have to understand the
type of placements that are going into these
type of facilities. It has changed over the years.
The workshops today are serving a population
of clients which has no prior work experi-
ence. It is questionable as to how much training
they can undertake in the setting that a work-,:,
shop provides. Personnel in those workshops
are unprepared and generally not well trained
for providing job skill trainingp a group which
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is basically severely, and in many cases, multi-
ply handicapped. I haNn seen some places
where all the young man could do was hold a
paint can and spray it. If he were asked to do
anything else or if you tried to train hirn;, you
would have serious difficulty. But, we are find-

, ing through Tom Bellamy's studies and those of
others, that this happens because we don't;
know how to train these people. Mark Gold and
others have done some exceptionally fine work,
and we haven't been able to properly dissemi-
nate enough of this information and train .

people in the workshops to be able to use what
are possibly better methods of training in that
environment.

MR. FOSS: My comment is not to suggest
that the purpose of consumers looking at these
workshops is to put them out of business. I
know from my experience in in-service training
that workshop people don't get trained nearly
as much aslot of other groups, but something
has to happen to get that started.

, MR. KRAUSE: This is a )us problem. At
one time we had at least five. uiversities in
this country which trained welt kshop personnel.
To the best of my knowledge, today we have
two, possibly three. I know San Francisco is,
and 1 think DePaul is still doing it. I don't know
if Rutgers is any longer.

MR. LITVIN : We have one in Greeley.

MR. KRAUSE:. There was a funding source
for the training of workshop perso nel, and
through economic cuts, the amount of funds
for that kind of training has declin d over the
past few years.

MR. NOBLE: I'd like to get back to the basic
,

question here. What are we talking about,
economics and normalization, or are we trying
to justify what in the hell we are now doing
under certain constraints? .

I went across the seven northwemern Euro-
pean countries on a study I did a few years
.ago. I talked a great deal to economists about
sheltered work provisions for the severely '

handicapped and got a pretty good idea of
what they-think they' are trying to achieve. I
think the public policy question comes down to
this: If you have an objective to achieve certain

transitions into unsheltered, unsubsidized em-
ployment and that program fails, then you
have to decide what function, what benefit, -

that particular program serves. When you look
at the overhead for maintaining those work-
shops and you think about distributing that
overhead in terms of cash payments to the
workers, I think you could pay them a much,
much higher wage for just staying home doing
nothing.

There is a demonstration model being run
by the Department of Labor and they have esti-
mated that the overhead per prson is between
$9,000 and $12,000, compared to about a
$6,000 overhead in training job corps partici-
pants. So we have got some question of who
benefits and who pays here.

MS. KAPLAN: Well, the courts say ._. .

MR. NOBLE: Well, the courts will raise hell,
of course, especially when they find, as Claude
Whitehead did in his analysis of the Depart-
ment of tabor's own studies', that about 20% of
the regular workshops classified as such (not as
work activity centers) were paying less than one-
half of the minimum wage. One of-the major
recommendations from those studies was that
the Department of Labor begin to enforce com-
pliance with the Federal Minimum Labor Act.
Nu),,

MR. MARCHAND: Just another reason why
I was arguing with Gunnar earlier about the
Labor Department not being a whole lot better
than any other Federal agency for enforcing
these programs.

MR. KRAUSE: cThen we could say, as we
did in our discussion of Title 19 and the Medi-_
caid ICFs/MR funding, that sheltered workshop
programs are not enabling our policymakers
to pursue a normalization program. They are
possibly disincentives to normalization more
than incentives to normalization.

MR. NOBLE: If these workshops are not
producing what they say they are, and we are
playing games, trying to get some bucks from
Rehabilitation to keep people in work' activities
because it's considered good for them, then we
are doing this under the table. Whet we should
be trying to do.is identify that problem to see
if the activity is justified. If it does not result
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_ _
in transition intunsheltered employment, then
we call it occupatio(lal therapy. If that is some-
thing that is good arkdesirable for a certain
portion of the developmentally disabled popu-
lation, and it promotes beiter feeling about
themselves and normalized behavior, then I
think it's legitimate and should be funded as a
legitimate activity. P4
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MS. KAPLAN : That's right, but from the
consumer's point of view, they are hearing
and they are told every day t6at if they go to
work at a workshop or activity center they will
learn how to work and be put in a job soon
and out of this progre m. Imagine-what. it's like
from their perspective, because it isn't working
and it isn't their fault. .

MR. SOENNEKER: In terms of the future, I
suspect that we will get approximately the
same amount of Money to do/the job well for
everybody that we now get to do the job
poorly for some. What I am trying to say is that
as we look at alternatives to do the job that
needs to be done in the future for the mentally
retarded; think we are, in fact, not talking
about a massive infusion of new resources. If
we keep up with inflation we will be lucky.. If
we are unlucky, we will be in California's posi-
tion of a 25% reduction. So I think it really
becomes critical to begin to talk about alterna-
tives. How are we going to do the job that
needs to be done through re-allocation of re-
sources rather than a massive infusion of new
monies? It's at this point where the more long-
range human systems management (not human
management but the management of human
systems) really begins to take on a critical
priority. We have got to learn how, for exam-
ple, to analyze our budgets, not in terms of a
one-year cycle, but in terms of long - range
savings in the system: It's these kinds of issues
we are going to have to struggle with, because
I think we are naive if we believe that we will
have any major new expansion money, beyond
keeping even with inflation.

MR. MARCHAND: That leads me to where
I was hoping we would be towards this timeof
day in the area of economics, and that is sys-
tems change and getting bucks and the poten-
tial for dollars. I have to approach that from
my.own day-to-day perspective;which is deal-
ing with the United States Congress. There is

no greater frustration when one thinks about
systems change than looking at how the United
States Congress treats handicapped people in
their programs.

When I think of any potential solutions'to the
myriadof issues that have surfaced over the
last couple of days, it absolutelylpoggles my
mind to think that we hae an inkling of a
chance to make changes in Congress; based on
thelurisdictional issues that we will have to
face and the enormous job of education that
we, would have with these'powerful individuals
who run the committees..

We have an entity in the United States Senate
called the Subcommittee-on-the-Handicapped.
NOw, one would think that that would be the
committee to go to to discuss many of the ,

issues that we have discussed today. As a
matter of- fact, the Subcommittee on the Handi-
capped has jurisdiction over lessthan 15% of
the Federal dollars that somehow or other get
funneled out tb assist handicapped people.
There is no way that we can deal with these
issues, through a systems process without deal-
ing with these people who-hang on to their
jurisdiction and territory,, Just how do you get
RUssell Long, Ted Kennedy, Harrison Williams
and at least two or three other people to, sit down
at a table like this and talk about those issues?
Then, if you are successful, you have a bigger
problem in the House. Then it's got to all come
together.Ve have enormous, enormous
difficulties.

. I would advocate today that we have abso-
lutely too many programs for the handicapped
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already enacted by the United States Cong'ress
and I'm dar'nn well part of that problem. It's
my job to do this.It's never been more evident
to me than it is today, because I spent two full
days last week analyzing the Preident's
budget, and would yotrbelieve that there are at
least five programs authorized in the R4abili-
tation Act Amendments of 1978 that don't'even
exist in the budget. They are obsoletely zero
funded three fiscal years after the program was
authorized. handicapped community and
their advocates have soniany programs, to worry
about that we can't even go out and get the
money for them anymore. It's the truth.

I attempt to bring together the Washington
handicapped community to try to evolve rea-
sonable priorities for appropriations for these
programs, and we try to allocate leadership
roles to certain organizations who have vested
interests in some of these.' We flat ran out
of leaders. We ran out of organiiations, and we
ran out of interested people-who are willing to
go out and fight for a particular program.

An example is thetommunity Services Em-
ployment Program out of Rehabilitation that is
supposed to be administered by,the Labor De-
partment. I have yet to hear a single handi-
capped individual or organization representing
handicapped people address that program
from a money standpoint, and yet that law was
put in place in 1978. The President has put no
money'into, it and will never put any money
into it, and probably the next President won't
put any money into it because there is nobody
to advocate for it. That's how far.afield we are.

The biggest problem we have is congres-
sional jurisdiction, in my opinion. We can't get
past that. It's something that has evolved. It
hasn't, by any means, been shaped through a
sound public poficy perspective'. It has been an
incremental process that's been made toVolve.
If there is a little problem, we solve it with a
band-aid. If there is another problem; we solve
it with a much bigger band-aid. If there is an-
other problem, we solve it with a smaller band-
aid and on and on and on. 'I don't know that
we are capable as a society toda'y to solve the
problem. I don't know that we are all ready to
do that yet, certainly the Congress isn't ready
to do it. It's absolutely not ready. In fact, in my
opinion, it will resist most of what we try to do.

v.

If we are successful, it will take years, maybe
decades of education.

MR. KRAUSE: Paul is completely accurate
on that. It's extremely frestrating for him, and
he's extremely knowledgeable about these
problems. The few Congressmen who do know
something about it are in a position where they
can't do one hell of alot about it themselves,
or they don't have enough seniority or they are
not on the right committee, etc. I think w
start off with Paul's comments about s
change because that's where I thinlywe s+Id
be able to try to address some kind of recom-
mendations to this or to other groups. One Of4.**
the system changes which I don't think has,
been given enough consideration and thought
is how possibly brokerage systems could be
applied. Mark Litvin, under a contract with
NARC, put a Federal resource guide together.
But it is such a multitude of resources, and yet
funding is at a scarcity, or people are not aware

. of how to reach tHose sources.,That's where I
thirlk some form of a system Change along the
lines of a brokerage, which is being today very
seriously considered for aging, could also be
applicable for programs for developmentally
disabled people. .

MR. SOENNEKER: Let me-''comment on
Paul's point a little further. Inpreparation for
putting together a proposal to the United Way,
I did some study that I think follows up on.
some of the things that Ron did a number of
years ago. That is, when you start adding
together all of the various federal programs,
state programs, local programs, and so forth,
you are talking about a heap of money that is
spent on this group of people in this country.

MR. KRAUSE: Over thtee billion.

MR. SOENNEKER: How _much?

MR. KRAUSE: Over three billion.

MR. MARCHAND: That's only federal.

MR. SCrENNEKER: By the time you add it
all together, if 'our state parallels what is hap-
pening nationwide, you are probably talking
about something on the neighborhood of 20
billion dollars a year minimum.
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MR. KRAUSE: Spent on handicapped
people?

MR. SOENNEKER: No. Spent on mentally
retarded peopjet including in that those people
who have traditionally been-considered the DD
population. You are talking about all your spe-
cial education money, SSI and on and 'n and
on. The amount of money from the federal
budget alone goes considerably above three
billion dollars by the time you add it together.
Now, that's a heck of a lot of money, but it's
in such diverse programs that if we had-that
money to do with what we wanted, rather than
playing all the hoops and circles, I have a strong_
suspicion that we would have the resources
to do the job right for the handicapped. To me,
the ultimate problem we are struggling with is .
how do we get that combined federal, state
and local system turned around to a point
where it can have an effective impact on the
handicapped.

MR. NOBLE: We never ha've enough money
to do all of the good things we want to do.
Most of the good things, we can defend, as to
their effects. It really comes down to tryinvo
understand what goals we have, what we
want to achieve for handicapped individuals
and then using our resources to achieve those
things.

When the uses of resources are not produc-
tive, they should be curtailed and the money
spent on those sets of activ,4ies that are de-
livering goOds.4edo not seem to have
syStem of accountability. That partly,'I guess,
is our inability to manage. But we do not have
a system or ethic that forces us in that direc-
tion in the public sector. We never go out of
business.

MR. COOKE': Weil, I think part of the prob-
lem-is that what we. are doing is'very difficult
to measure. I think it's easy for the economists
to demand accountability, but accountabilityRf
results is very diffiCult to come by.

MS.-Y ARON: Well, not really. In the last
three years the Bureau in our.ur region funded a
series of "contracts to the tune of a million
dollars to come up with what is called DDS;
Development Disability System, that. ould

.r; s9
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cover both process and outcome accountability.
It was done with good reputable research out-
fits and with a representative body of experts.
from DDS.that served as advising panels. The
problem was that it was limited by the DDS
to the former grant moneys; and when the
states were requested to come up with a plan
and a design to meet the specifications and
criterion of this system, the states said that they
didn't want that kind of accountability because
it was too costly for overall programs.

MR. COOKE: But what .I am talking about is
, a very selective program. For example, for over

five years the. Kennedy Foundation has been
trying to give away some of its money to,Uni-
versity Affiliated FaCilities to carry out compara-
tive cost-benefit analyses at different modality
levels. We know that there are literally billions
being spent'in certain rehabilitative approaches
without any documentation whatsoever that
any of them accomplish &damn thing. Cer,tainly
there is very lithe evidence of one. approSch
being superior or inferior to another. They all
go on. They are all funded. They are part of
the cost reimbursement formula, and so forth/ -

I have been trying to get the National Insti-
tute of Health to support this. I hope that the
new Institute of Handicapped Research (for
God's sakes we must change that name, it's
hard enough to do research without doing
handicapped research) might be able to do it,
but we must do it with certain selective ap-
proaches. But, both the investigative and the
funding communities put these things at very low
priority. The National Institute of Health thinks
it is just ridiculous for the investigators to spenr'
their time finding out whether or not one way
is better than another way.

MS. K.-IPLAN: If you are ever interested in
having the consumer look at what the services
look like, we have a few People First members
here. I mean, you talk about giving away
money to a UniVersity Affiliated Facility to
research 3e.rvices. I'm just saying that 'maybe
some money needs to start going to the
consumer;.

MR. COOKE: I'm all in favor of putting pur-
chasing power in the hands of the consumer. I
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think that's very important. On the other hand,
you have got a lot of treatment modalities going
with very little in the way of analyses of bene-
fits in relationship to costs.

MS. KAPLAN : Yes, but you can ask thee:con-
sumers if they think they are getting-what it is
we think we are giving.

MR. COOKE: Well, you can do that, but you
IK.Te to do both.

MS. SCilAAF : But I think, Bob, that if you
don't want to give money to the consumer or
to any otheryrogram or club organization, you
are buildi9 a fence of igncirance to these
people. You're wanting to ignore them and
look to others that you can dwell better on and
forget about those peopble.

MR. COOKE: I'd Irke to give the handi-
capped purchasing power. They don't have it
at the present time. That's the free choice prin-
ciple that we talked about earlier. The second
thing that is needed, however, is abetter
identification by professionals of what's good
and what's bad in terms of pi-ad uct, in terms of
results, so that the consumers have a choice as
to whether or riot they want to spend their
money on something that doesn't do much fdr
them. For example, in the medical area, it is
possible to buy vitamins that cost a buck a cap-.
sule, and you can buy.others that cost probably
a penny. The dollar ones might be better, but
if you do some investigation, you will find the
dollar ones don't do a bit.more fo'r" you than the
penny ones.

MS. SCHAAF : So you' think it's a Waste of
money.

MR. COOKE: Many of these things are a
waste of money, and the consumer ought to
know about that. Even theprofessionals don't
know it's a waste of money because nobody
has bothered to look at the problem-irr medi-
cine. We do it all the time:We introduce all
sorts of new treatment approaches without
ever finding out whether theaddanything al
all to the well being of the patienfs. They are
all accepted right away and the government
-agencies go on paying for them on a cost reim-
bursement basis. Bills just get higher and

higher with very little evidence as to whether
anything more is being accomplished:

MS. Y ARON': By what authori#y are you
going to ask the states to show You where the
money goes? N.

MR. COOKE: I'm not askipg the states to do
anything. Take Medicaid for-s-example. Before
Medicaid should pay for some-new activity or
procedure, there ought to be evidence that tthe
value added will be commensurate to the addi-
tional expense.-

MS. Y ARON : But it has to be providedjo
theifunding source by the states. How' are you
going to.rnake the states do it? By telling them
if they do not, you're not going to provide the
money?

MR. KRAUSE: You could take some pilot
programs from certain chosen areas and depart
from the traditional ,Way of doing things to
see if new ways are more effective. One of my
concerns is adminStrative costs. I think those
who are today supportf Proposition 13 and
other such efforts are'fed up with government
waste that's going to high salaried adminis-
tritors. They see it when they go to welfare
offices. They see it when they go to unemploy-
ment lines. They see it as they go to the various
facilities and institutftins for the mentally
retarded. This is where they are wanting to cut.

I think We need to choose a few areas, aban-
don the traditional way and start over. The
assistant federal evaluator could Very well take
that as a serious recommendation and pilot
some new studies that would probably be cost-
effective in savings, studies that aren't being
done today iany'other manner.

MR. CONLEY I'd like to make one comment
about the probkims of defining o'perational ,

goals. !ter, difficult. It's also posgible. It may take
ten years, but it's better to start thin to spend
the next ten years saying how difficijlt it is. If
we spensaile time defining operational goals,
we wouldn't have to worry about what nor-
malization-means, because it would fall right
out and possibly quite a few of tii=6"-otker prob- .`
lens we are talking about would begin to settle
out as well.
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R. NOBLE: The accountability system we
re talking about is a difficult task to undertake,

j but consider where we are today. Paul-hustles.
\the Congress. He looks at a bill in terms of

, whether it's likely to draw more.money for the
mentally retarded. A lot of us who analyze in-
side HHS believe in funding handicapped pro-
grams or progilams for the mentally retarded.
Yet, we don't know what's really going on with
the funds that are being spent:When we do
special studies we are finding that very, very little

ti
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is going on that is productive in the sense of
accomplishing the goals which are embedded in
the legislefive intent, and we are not satisfying
the consumers.

So how do we play this Game? Do we begin
to investigate by getting a few professionals to

.0 take some of the dollari the Kennedy Founda-
tion has offered, or do we just continue_to vote
with our hearts and for our interests, and fall
fur_ter and further behind with respect to_
achieving the goals of normalization?

0

0
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Advancing Your Citizenship Publications

An Advocacy Manual for Persons with Disabilities

A manual intended to assist disabled persons in exercising their rights of citizen-
ship. Presenfed in a question and answer format, it is expressly wiltten for handi-
capped individuals, their parents and their advocates. The first section,on Legislation
covers the three major federal acts which have direct implications for handicapped
persons and their advocates in terms of obtaining a broad range of services to which
they are entitled. The second section on Consumer Protection Mechanisms includes

the major types of protection required by federal legislation. Individualized Program
Planning, Non-DiscriminatiOn, Least Restrictive Alternative, and Procedural Safe-

guards in Education are "tools" with which disablecfpersons and their representatives
may advocate for services and equal opportunity. The final section, Case Studies,
demonstrates the interpretation of federal Ivgislation and the application of con-
sumer protection mechanisms in terms of real-life problem situations. (78 pages)

An Annotated Bibliography on Consumerism/Advocacy
for Persons with Disabilities

A comprehensive bibliographic document comprised of 289 references on con--
sumerism/advocacy drawn from over 100 different periodicals, books, monographs,
reports, and proceedings. Covered are a wide range of topical areas as reflected in
the subject index, e.g., consumer involvement/client participation, civil rights/legal
,rights, protective services, self-help groups/organizations, client assistance projects,

types of advocacy, individualized program planning, legislation, vocational rehabili-
tation, public welfare, business/marketing consumerism, research. Each coded ref-
erence is followed by a detailed descriptive annotation. Designed as a -working
tool for professionals, consumers /advocates, and students of the advocacy consumer
movement, this document will direct th9 reader to a wide range of literature on
consumer/advocacy theory, research and pr'actices, as well as a variety of training
manuals. (241 pages)

Advocacy and the Developmentally Disabled
A monograph which provides a.framework for understanding advocacy as it

relates to developmentally disabled people, and conveys the significance of the
advocacy movement to this population. It is also intended to assist.developmentally
disabled individuals, their parents, professionals, and others in becoming advocates.
The five chapters define advocacy, examine its origin and development, disduss
federal legislation relating to its evolution and implementation, and outline a model
support and advocacy system for developmentally disabled groups. Current and
future trends in service delivery as they relate to advocacy are discussed. (127 pages)

Essays On Consumer InVolvement of the Handicapped
A monograph which reflects on the development of consumerism for the handi-

capped during the decade of the 1970's. Essays in the first section on The Advance-
ment of Consumer Involvement discuss and analyze the history of the consumer
movement, consumerism practices, the role of retarded people in the consumer
movement and issues in need of empirical pursuit. Essays in the second section on
The Emergence of Consumerism Through Congress address the legislative making
of civil and consumer rights of the handicapped. These essays arederived from 57
congre'ssional documents which represent Congress's activities in regard to rehabili-
tation legislation during the period of 1972 through 1978. (49 pages)


